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ABSTRACT
The all-vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) is an excellent prospect for large
scale energy storage in an electricity grid level application. High battery performance has
lately been achieved by using a novel cell configuration with advanced materials.
However, more work is still required to better understand the reaction kinetics and
transport behaviors in the battery to guide battery system optimization and new battery
material development. The first part of my work is the characterization of the battery
systems with flow-through or flow-by cell configurations. The configuration difference
between two cell structures exhibit significantly different polarization behavior. The
battery output can be increased by higher electrolyte feed rate, but electrolyte utilization
was decreased correspondingly. The battery performance can be largely enhanced by
non-wetproofed electrode material. The battery cell with higher vanadium crossover has
lower energy efficiency and faster capacity decay in cycling test. Secondly, the state of
charge (SOC) monitoring is of great importance for battery management. A SOC
monitoring method is developed using UV-Vis spectrometric measurements on VRFB
electrolyte solutions. The spectrum of the negative electrolyte is linearly dependent on its
SOC. In the positive electrolyte, the nonlinear intensity dependence on SOC appears to
be caused by formation of complex vanadium-oxygen ion. The characteristic molar UVVis spectrum of the complex vanadium-oxygen ion was separated from that of the pure
positive vanadium electrolyte components. The SOC of the positive electrolyte can be
then calculated from its UV-Vis spectrum by considering the complex vanadium ion
equilibrium. Moreover, the understanding of ionic transport mechanism in the electrolyte
v

separator is critical to reduce internal resistance and vanadium crossover in the battery.
The properties of Nafion and sulfonated Alder Diels poly(phelynene) (SDAPP) were
investigated after equilibration with different electrolyte compositions. Both sulfuric acid
and vanadium ion in the membrane can cause membrane conductivity loss. Vanadiumoxygen ion in membrane can slow down proton mobility via an unknown mechanism.
Transmission electron microscope imaging showed that SDAPP is a more homogeneous
ion exchange polymer with less phase separation than Nafion. The SDAPP membranes
have better ion conducting properties than Nafion because of their higher ionic selectivity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEWS

1.1 Background

The vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) is of significant potential in large scale
energy storage to meet requirements for different applications. Currently, large scale
energy storage systems (LSESS) are of great interest to improve the global energy
economy, efficiency and sustainability. Generally, as a functional component of a future
electrical grid, the LSESS can play three roles: as a grid demand-supply mismatch
manipulation1–3, as a renewable energy output buffer4–9 and for energy storage in small
scale standalone micro-grids10,11.
The large scale energy storage system can improve the electrical grid’s energy
efficiency and economy.12 The energy supply and demand are generally mismatched
because the electricity generation tends to operate at its highest efficiency at steady state,
but the demand for electricity can vary hourly due to regional day-night energy loading
variation. High electricity demand happens during the day time due to the usage from
commercial, industrial and residential customers. LSESS in the grid can play a role of
energy buffering to save the high manufacturing and maintenance cost of adding peak
plants kept idling and thus with continuous fuel usage.1,2 With enough capacity in LSESS,
only a base load power plant working at its highest efficiency is needed to meet average
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demanded power for the grid.13 Surplus energy generated on the grid can be stored into
LSESS units during the low demand hours, and released to the user at peak hours. Finally,
LSESS can respond to the emergent energy demands on the grid to keep its stable
operation.
The LSESS is highly valuable to the electrical grid with high levels of integrated
renewable energy resources.2,4–7,9 For the purposes of reducing fossil fuel consumption
and enhancing global energy sustainability, wind and solar energy are increasingly
harvested and provided to electricity grid. However, these energy sources have strong
intermittency due to daily and seasonal weather or sunlight variation. The significant
intermittence of these energy sources introduces to the grid a highly variable and thus
disruptive electricity feed which can cause frequency and voltage fluctuation on the grid,
influencing stability of grid operation. With the integration of LSESS to buffer the
electricity between stochastic power sources and the grid, the fluctuation of renewable
energy sources can be filtered to avoid instability of the grid.
LSESS can also be used as an independent power source in a small standalone grid
with a renewable power source or backup power source.10,11 In a standalone grid, as
discussed in the preceding paragraph, the intermittence of wind or solar source generates
unstable electrical output. Energy storage can collect electricity from a local electricity
generator and provide it to users on-demand. The same output strategy can be applied
when the storage serves the backup power system.10
A vanadium redox flow battery is attractive for use in these applications due to its

2

characteristic property when compared to other technical competitors.2,3,14,15 In contrast
to traditional solid state batteries, such as lead acid or Ni-Cd, VRFB is a flowing
electrochemical system similar to a fuel cell. One prominent feature of the VRFB is that
its energy capacity and power capacity are separately related to different battery system
components. The energy is carried by the vanadium redox couples in an electrolyte
solution, while the energy can be converted at a demanded rate (power) by redox reaction
in battery cells. The decoupled energy and power allows great flexibility in battery design
and manufacturing to meet various requirements, especially to achieve systems with
extremely high capacity and power. Because the electrode in VRFB cell is not involved
directly in storing energy, problems such as material phase transformation and
morphology changes that are observed in energy storage electrodes can be avoided to
increase system durability and performance stability.3
Other advantages have also been well summarized in the literature.15 Due to the
decoupled power and capacity, modular battery cells and an essentially unlimited volume
of liquid electrolyte make it relatively easy to build high power and capacity VRFB
systems.2,3,16 Several VRFB systems with MW level power output and MW∙hr capacity
have been established and are in operation in practical settings.17,18 Because a long startup
process is not needed in the VRFB system, the VRFB can respond instantly to input or
output requirements at a very high speed (<1s).19 Regarding the aspect of better durability,
a large number of deep charge-discharge cycles (12000) has already been reported on a
20 kW battery module.20 The high cycle number achieved can satisfy the requirement for
over thirty years operational life span, given that the battery operation frequency is one
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cycle per day. High energy efficiency (75-80%) has also been reported to be achieved
with a VRFB at 100 mA∙cm-2 level operational current density.18–21 The building cost of a
VRFB system is very sensitive to its component price,22,23 but competitive unit capital
cost can be reached by using new materials with cheaper price and better performance
and system optimization. These characteristics of VRFB technology make it a very
competitive large scale energy storage technique to satisfy various application
requirements.

1.2 The Fundamental of VRFB

The vanadium redox flow battery was first developed by M. Skyllas-Kazacos group
in the University of New South Wales24–27. A typical VRFB setup is presented in figure
1-1. Generally, the core parts of a VRFB include a battery cell or cell stack to serve as an
electrochemical reactor, electrolyte solutions carrying vanadium redox couples to store
energy, and auxiliary subsystems to seal and transport electrolyte solutions. A VRFB can
operate over the temperature range from 10 to 40°C without temperature control15.
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Figure 1–1. The sketch of a typical vanadium redox flow battery system.

The cell is the core part of VRFB. It conducts electrochemical reactions to
interconvert energy between chemical and electrical forms. As is shown in Figure 1-2,
the functional components of a battery cell are the separator (membrane), the electrodes
and the current collector. In a VRFB, energy is carried by V2+/V3+ and V4+/V5+ (or
VO2+/

) redox couples in negative and positive electrolyte solutions, respectively.

During battery operation, while electrolyte solutions are being pumped through
electrodes in each half cell, redox reactions take place on the surface of electrode to store
or release energy via the following reactions:

→
←

→
←

(1-1)

The function of each component in VRFB cell determines characteristic
requirements for each component. The membrane separator in the cell separates
5

electrolyte to prevent direct contact and reaction between vanadium ions of varying redox
states and minimizes unwanted mass transport. To conduct current, the separator should
have high ion conductivity to minimize ohmic loss. A cation exchange membrane such as
Nafion is commonly used as the electrolyte separator24,25,27–29. However, cation exchange
membrane performance can be limited because of its conductivity decrease when in
contact with vanadium-acid electrolyte and its low ion selectivity30–32. The electrode in a
VRFB cell is generally a porous carbon material, which is electronically conductive and
resistant to chemical and electrochemical corrosion in electrolyte24,25,33,34. The porous
electrode structure can also provide relatively high surface area to support vanadium
redox reactions and internal space for electrolyte convection to improve mass transport.
The current collector (or bipolar plate in a cell stack) connects the electrode and external
circuit to conduct electricity. In addition, the current collector should be impermeable to
electrolyte solution and air to prevent electrolyte leakage and air penetration. Good
resistance to electrolyte corrosion is also required to improve battery durability and
reliability. In a flow-by battery cell architecture, flow channels are built into the current
collector to distribute electrolyte solution into the electrodes33,34. In this case, the
mechanical durability of the current collector is also of great importance to withstand any
friction from electrolyte flow.
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Figure 1–2. The general structure of a VRFB cell with flow-through flow field. The cell
includes a separator, electrodes and current collectors. (The electrode housing and end
plate are not shown.)

The electrolyte solution carries energy in the form of dissolved vanadium redox
couples. Typically, the electrolyte solution is an aqueous solution of 1 to 2 mol∙dm-3
vanadium sulfate salt and excess sulfuric acid as supporting electrolyte21,25,33,34. The
practical concentration of vanadium is limited by the stability of vanadium in electrolyte
solution35. The sulfuric acid enhances vanadium solubility and conductivity. To achieve
higher energy density and better electrochemical performance, several methods have
been used to improve vanadium solubility and electrolyte stability.36,37 More detailed
discussion about electrolyte performance improvement will be presented in a later section.
The electrolyte storage and transport subsystem is a supporting part of the flow
battery. Since V2+ is very sensitive to air oxidation, electrolytes, especially negative
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electrolyte, must be stored and sealed in oxygen free containers and tubing/pipe with high
resistivity to corrosive environment in electrolyte. Several kinds of polymeric materials,
such as polypropylene (PP) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), are stable enough to
contact the electrolyte. During operation, the electrolytes are continuously circulated by
pumps between the reservoir and cells. The flow rate must be optimized by balancing
battery performance and pump pressure loss.33 To prevent battery capacity loss due to
V2+ oxidation, a nitrogen atmosphere is usually kept in the electrolyte reservoir in lab
setups.

1.3 The Development of VRFB Technique

The concept of redox flow battery (RFB) was initially proposed by National
Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) to accomplish a battery system with
several technical features.26 Vanadium redox electrochemistry was first studied and
applied in flow battery by the M. Skyllas-Kazacos group in the University of New South
Wales.24,25,38,39 Notable features making this system attractive are its simplicity in
preventing cross contamination and its decent electrochemical performance. A pioneering
1 kW VRFB stack was built by the same group. 1.33 kW power and 72% energy
efficiency were achieved on the battery stack at a current density 80 mA∙cm-2, with 1.5
mol∙dm-3 vanadium in 4 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate electrolyte solutions at room
temperature.27 The stack showed steady voltage and coulombic efficiencies over 100
cycles without obvious capacity loss. Later, several other experimental kW-level VRFB
stacks built by other researchers have been reported.20,29,40–42 Over 80% energy efficiency
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can be achieved in a current density range of 50 to 140 mA∙cm-2 on various systems. The
20 kW cell stack developed by Sumitomo Electric Industries (SEI) was reported to have
lasted over 12,000 cycles with over 80% energy efficiency at 50 mA∙cm-2 current
density.20 The high cycle number achieved by the Sumitomo demonstration product
proved the high durability and reliability of VRFB. Since the invention of VRFB, a
number of practical VRFB systems, most of them at MW/MW∙h power/capacity level,
have been built and operated for different applications in many countries.17,18,43
Although great technical progress in VRFB development has been accomplished,
there is still room for performance improvement. This is evident in comparison to proton
exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells which shares many common features, including
flow pattern and the general cell structure. A PEM fuel cell can generally operate at 1
A∙cm-2 current density level with 0.1 Ω∙cm2 internal resistance level with a power output
around 1 W∙cm-2 .44–48 Although the operating voltage (1.2-1.6V)24,29 of a VRFB is higher
than that of PEM fuel cell, its typical current density (at 100 mA∙cm-2 level) can only
support a power density at 100 mW∙cm-2 level. The internal resistance reported in the
literature on VRFB stacks of roughly 1 Ω∙cm2 would severely reduce battery efficiency
and power output at high current density. As has been pointed out by Zaffou et al.,28 at 1
A∙cm-2 current density, 1 Ω∙cm2 leads to a 1 V ohmic potential loss, which is a
tremendous voltage efficiency loss given a 1.5 V open circuit voltage. The low power
output capacity and higher internal resistance are the primary targets for improving
VRFB cell performance.
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1.3.1 New Cell Configuration
Progress in lab scale system development is leading to VRFBs with ~1 W∙cm-2
output power.34,49,50 A new non-gap, flow-by battery cell architecture, shown in Figure 13, was applied to VRFB cell configuration in Mench and Zawodzinski Groups in the
University of Tennessee and at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.33,34,49 The limiting
current density for such a structure is at least at the 1 A∙cm2 level,34,49 which is more
similar to the mass transport limiting current density of PEM fuel cell.45,47 The output
capacity with the novel flow-by cell design is substantially higher than previous reported
battery configurations,34 in which cells were mostly flow-through designs.24,29,39,41 80%
energy efficiency was reached in the cycling test with 200 mA∙cm-2 charging/discharging
current density by Pezeshki et al. with the new cell design.51 The operational current
density with new cell design is about two times higher than that (~100 mA∙cm-2) of the
reported demo stack setups. The internal resistance was also substantially reduced by the
introduction of the new cell architecture. In a regular flow-through electrode battery, the
internal resistance (IR) is generally at 1 to 4 ohm∙cm2.27,33,41 In contrast, the new cell
structure successfully brought the battery IR down to the 0.5 ohm∙cm2 level.33,34,49,50
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Figure 1–3. Sketch of the novel non-gap VRFB cell configuration with a flow-by flow
pattern. (Figure reproduced)34

In addition to the progress achieved through improved cell configuration, effort has
also

been

put

into

development

of

functional

materials

with

higher

performance.15,16,18,28,52 The current state in development of each VRFB component is
reviewed in the following sections. These components include carbon electrode material,
electrocatalyst, electrolyte separator and electrolyte additives.

1.3.2 Carbon Electrode and Its Improvement
The function of electrode in VRFB requires its material to be electrically conductive,
resistant to chemical and electrochemical corrosion in the electrolyte, to be porous to
support facile transport of electrolyte and to provide active surface area to support redox
reactions. Porous carbon was selected as the electrode material for both positive and
negative electrodes, due to its conductivity and chemical stability, relatively low cost and
porous structure.33,34,49,50,53–55 Several carbon materials are available with highly variable
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pore structure, surface chemistry, internal surface area and other properties. Graphite felt
(Le Carbonne) was firstly used as an electrode material in the early stage studies on
vanadium redox flow battery cells.24 The electrode material exhibited good stability over
2000 hours, and performed well in the battery system in which 70% energy efficiency
can be reached at 40 mA∙cm-2 current density. Later, a comparative study was carried out
to probe the suitability of various carbon-based electrode materials.54,56,57 It was found
that the average separation between carbon layers in the material and the functional
groups on electrode surface can have significant effects on battery efficiency and
resistance.57 The carbon electrode corrosion caused by higher overpotential in acidic
electrolyte was also reported for bulk graphite and fibrous carbon material.54 Later,
various porous carbon materials (graphite felt, carbon felt or graphite foil) were chosen as
electrode materials in several literature reported VRFB setups.20,27,29,41,42 Recently,
hydrophilic SGL carbon papers which originally designed and manufactured for PEM
fuel cell application, have been used as electrode materials in novel non-gap battery
cell.34,49 Compared to more traditional battery cell designs, high power output was
achieved by the new cell configuration with these special electrode materials.
Various methods have been used to modify these porous carbon electrode materials
to improve their performance. The effort to modify the surface of carbon electrode
materials in VRFB mostly intends to increase its surface area, introduce more catalytic
functional groups or decorate the catalyst to reduce activation loss in the battery. The
primary strategies of electrode improvement include modification of existing electrode
material, catalyst adoption and new electrode material development. These efforts are
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briefly introduced in the following part of this section.
Chemical modification is a method to improve electrode material performance by
introducing more active functional groups onto electrode surface or increase roughness of
electrode surface. The oxygen or nitrogen containing functional groups on the electrode
surface is believed to catalyze vanadium redox reaction. Sun et al. initially used boiling
in concentrated sulfuric acid and 200 to 500°C heating in air to modify the surface of
graphite felt for VRFB application.58,59 Surface characterization by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy showed that the prevalence of C-O and C=O bonds on the electrode surface
was substantially increased by applying these two treatments. In battery tests with the
treated graphite felt, enhanced battery energy efficiency and lowered internal resistance
were observed. Similar strategies have also been utilized to modify carbon based
electrode materials to introduce oxygen containing functional group onto material surface
by many other research groups.60–64 With the non-gap flow-by cell design, Pezeshki et al.
reported 77% energy efficiency at 200mA∙cm-2 current density in a battery cycling test in
a non-gap cell with Nafion 117 when employing SGL 10AA carbon paper heat-treated in
400°C air.64 Electrode material modification by treatment in a NH3 atmosphere at
elevated temperature (220°C) has also been reported to improve electrode performance
and thereby improve battery performance.61,65–69 A detailed study on the properties of
nitrogen-doped graphene suggested that the quaternary nitrogen is most stable in acidic
electrolyte and active enough to catalyze VO2+/

redox reactions, as shown in Figure

1-4.69 Some other methods for surface modification, such as plasma treatment, gamma
ray irridiation,60 and Fenton reagent oxidation,70 were also utilized to treat electrode
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materials. Another method to improve electrode performance is to increase the active
surface area of the electrode. A nanoporous layer consisting of multilayers of carbon
nanotubes was built on SGL 10AA carbon paper, and effectively increase the output of
the battery.50 Carbon felt decorated by reduced graphene oxide was also used in a VRFB
to provide a finer degree of oxygen content control on the electrode surface.71

Figure 1–4. A possible pathway for quaternary nitrogen to catalyze VO2+/

redox

reactions on nitrogen dopped graphene electrode surface. (Figure reproduced)69

To improve the reaction kinetics for vanadium redox reactions, great amount of
research attention has been paid to introducing a catalyst into a VRFB. Sun et al. did a
wide range of screening work to evaluate the catalytic ability of several common
catalysts impregnated in graphite fiber electrodes, including platinum, palladium, gold,
manganese and iridium.72 It was found that carbon fiber electrode with iridium had the
best overall performance as a catalyst for various vanadium redox reactions, while
precious metal can cause copious hydrogen evolution as a side-reaction, limiting its
application in VRFB. Iridium-decorated carbon felt and iridium-decorated graphene
14

electrodes were respectively developed based on this observation.73,74 With the Ir coated
carbon felt electrode, it was reported that the reaction overpotential of VO2+/

couple

was substantially reduced and cell internal resistance was lowered.73 Graphene electrode
with 3 nm Ir nanoparticle decoration was successfully synthesized.74 It was observed that
a Ir-decorated graphene electrode had a higher catalytic ability than graphene and Vulcan
XC72 carbon to improve VO2+/

reaction kinetics. Ti/IrO2:Ta2O5 was synthesized and

used as an electrode in vanadium system, and showed a higher electrochemical activity
than graphite electrode.75 Other catalytic electrodes have also been developed based on
tungsten and bismuth. A tungsten trioxide/super active carbon (WO3/SAC) composite
electrode and catalyst-coated membrane (CCM) were developed and adopted in a VRFB
using a CCM configuration by Yao et al.76,77 The WO3/SAC promotes very high charge
transfer rates within VO2+/

and V3+/V2+ redox couples relative to pure SAC.76 The

cell with WO3/SAC CCM performed at higher voltage and energy efficiencies (85.9%
and 81.2%) than a regular cell (81.3% and 76.9%) at 120 mA∙cm-2 current density.77 A
carbon felt electrode decorated with nanoparticles of bismuth (Bi) has been developed as
both positive and negative electrodes for VRFB.78,79 It was found that the Bi nanoparticle
doped graphite felt electrode had an 11% increase in battery energy efficiency at 150
mA∙cm-2 compared to untreated graphite felt electrode. Mn3O4 has also been used as an
electrocatalyst on carbon felt electrodes for VRFB.80 Graphene-supported monometallic
Platinum and bimetallic CuPt3 cubic catalysts have been developed for positive
electrodes in VRFB.61,81
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1.3.3 Electrolyte Separator (Membrane) Development
As a key component in the cell, the electrolyte separator physically separates liquid
electrolyte compartments and provides an ionic connection between the positive and
negative electrolytes to conduct current. The function of the electrolyte separator requires
it to possess high ionic conductivity to minimize ohmic loss while simultaneously
exhibiting low vanadium and water permeability to inhibit vanadium crossover and
electrolyte imbalance.82 Since the vanadium redox flow battery system has a very long
lifetime target,20 the separator needs to be very stable to withstand the highly acidic,
oxidative and corrosive electrolyte solution. Finally, the membrane should be low cost to
reduce the overall capital cost of battery system to enhance its marketing competiveness.
Currently, several types of separator have been used or tested in VRFB system. A
polymeric ion exchange membrane is commonly used as the electrolyte separator.82,83 In
reported scaled VRFB systems, Selemion CMV cation exchange membrane,27 anion
exchange membrane20 and Nafion cation exchange membrane29,41 were used as
electrolyte separators and exhibited good durability in long term operation. The polymer
ion exchange membrane, primarily the cation exchange membrane, such as Nafion, has
several drawbacks as an electrolyte separator in electrolytes with high acid and vanadium
cation concentration. Due to the relatively deep understanding of the property and
performance of Nafion, which has been intensively studied as polymer electrolyte in
PEM fuel cells, Nafion is widely used as a standard or reference membrane in VRFB
research.
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As a result of being exposed to electrolyte solutions, acid and vanadium ions are
taken into the Nafion and they can drastically reduce the membrane conductivity in
VRFB.30 Although acid in the membrane can elevate its proton content to carry current,
proton mobility in membrane is reduced. In the work reported below,30 it is shown that
the proton transport in sulfonated polymer ion exchange membranes is highly favored by
high content and activity of water in the membrane.84,85 The presence of acid in
membrane can cause a major proton mobility loss due to water content reduction, which
mainly contributes to conductivity loss in the membrane, compared to a water saturated
membrane. In addition, vanadium ions can occupy sulfonic acid group sites in the ionic
channel, leading to a lower proton concentration and less efficient charge conduction.
With VO2+ in the membrane, proton motion can be slowed down via an unknown
mechanism, leading to further proton mobility loss. Compared to the 0.1 ~ 0.2 ohm∙cm-2
area specific resistance (ASR) observed in a PEM fuel cell with similar membranes,86–88
the internal resistance of non-gap battery cell with Nafion 117 is about 0.4~0.6 ohms∙cm2 33,34,49,50

,

of which the major part is the resistance of separator.30,31 The high internal

resistance can cause significant efficiency loss, especially in a high performance battery
cell with an operational current density at the 1 A∙cm-2 level.28 For example, 1 A∙cm-2
current density on a battery cell with 0.5 ohm∙cm2 internal resistance leads to a 0.5V
ohmic loss, which is about equal to 30% efficiency loss with 1.5V open circuit voltage.
High rates of permeation of vanadium and electrolyte across separator is another
bottleneck limiting VRFB performance in long term operation.89–91 During VRFB
operation, vanadium ions can penetrate the separator and immediately react with
17

vanadium ions of separated valence state as indicated in the following formulas:

{

(1-2)

The vanadium crossover can reduce concentrations of reactive vanadium species,
V2+ and V5+, to bring down battery capacity. Self-discharge reactions can also bring down
the battery energy efficiency by lowering both voltage and coulombic efficiencies. Water
osmosis is another unfavorable mass transport process happening during battery
operation.89,92 Along with the charged species migration, water molecules can be dragged
across the membrane by electro-osmosis. Water also can diffuse across membrane, driven
by a water activity gradient between positive and negative electrolyte solutions. In longterm battery cycle test, it has been shown that the net water transport can cause
electrolyte imbalance due to such electrolyte transfer.89
Stability of Nafion exposed to vanadium electrolyte solution is also a serious issue
limiting its reliability in VRFB system.93–97 Stability and lifetime tests have been carried
out on several commercial ion exchange membrane and newly synthesized membrane by
several groups. The strong oxidizing ability of V5+ ion is one of the main means of attack
of the polymer structure in membrane.94,95,97,98 Unfortunately, the long-term membrane
stability in scaled battery setup has not been well studied. However, membrane stability
is of great significance to improve VRFB’s systematic reliability and overall maintenance
cost.
Much effort has been devoted to develop alternative separators more suitable for
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VRFB application. Several pathways, including hydrocarbon membrane, composite
membrane, anion exchange membrane and nanofilteration membrane, have been taken to
develop new materials for the VRFB separator. One strategy is to design and synthesize
new ion exchange membranes with hydrocarbon polymer which can provide satisfactory
transport properties and competitive cost.95,99–101 Another strategy to improve membrane
performance is to manufacture ionomer/functional component composite membrane.102–
105

In this type of membrane, the ionomer can maintain its conductivity, and the

functional component (filling or polymer layer) is expected to reduce the unwanted
transport across membrane. Anion exchange membranes have been used in running
VRFB systems20 and these are subjected to more fundamental research to develop its
performance in VRFB.101,106,107 In an anion exchange membrane, the cationic group site
in membrane can establish a potential barrier to exclude vanadium cations. To somewhat
extent, the vanadium crossover in battery can be suppressed.101 Examples for these
strategies are provided in following context.
1.3.3.1 Nafion/Filler Hybrid Membranes
A Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membrane was initially fabricated by In-Situ sol-gel method
by Mauritz et al. to reduce methanol crossover in the direct methanol fuel cell.109 This
method introduces SiO2 nanoparticles into nanopores in Nafion to impede methanol
transport within the ionic cluster channel. The same strategy was borrowed by Xi et al. to
manufacture Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membrane for vanadium flow battery, as is presented in
Figure 1-5.108 The embedded nano-sized SiO2 particles in micropores of Nafion were
used to impede vanadium permeation. The Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membrane was prepared
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by the In-Situ sol-gel method, as for the DMFC. The weight fraction of SiO2 in the hybrid
membrane was roughly 9.2%. The membrane’s fundamental properties were measured
and compared to Nafion 117. The hybrid membrane thickness was 204 to 215μm, close
to that of Nafion 117. The hybrid membrane and Nafion 117 had very similar ion
exchange capacity and conductivity, although water uptake by the hybrid membrane was
apparently lower than that of pristine Nafion. The authors attributed lower water content
in the hybrid membrane to decreased volume available in the ionic cluster as a
consequence of SiO2 occupation of space. In charge-discharge cycle tests, the setup with
Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membrane had a higher discharge capacity than Nafion 117, implying
that vanadium crossover is lower in the Nafion/SiO2 membrane than in unmodified
Nafion. The battery voltage, coulomb and energy efficiencies are consistently higher with
the Nafion/SiO2 membrane, and open circuit voltage decay at 75% SoC in the battery
with the hybrid membrane was three times slower than that in the battery with Nafion
117. The hybrid membrane also showed considerable stability in the battery cycling test,
consistently showing 90% coulomb efficiency and 72% energy efficiency at 60 mA∙cm-2
after 100 cycles.
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Figure 1–5. The synthesis of Nafion/SiO2 composite membrane with sol-gel method.
(Figure reproduced)108

More recently, some more detailed work has been done to extend the understanding
on Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membrane performance in VRFB.110,111 The permeability of VO2+
was measured with a counter diffusion measurement on Nafion/SiO2 membrane of
different SiO2 fraction, including a comparison of pristine Nafion and recast Nafion
membranes.110 The measured Fickian diffusivities of VO2+ and V3+ across 5% (w/w) SiO2
hybrid membrane were respectively reduced to 0.068 10-11m2s-1 and 0.095 10-11m2s-1
from 0.293 10-11m2s-1 and 0.33 10-11m2s-1 of Nafion 117. In a 20% (w/w) SiO2 hybrid
membrane, 0.062 10-11m2s-1 to 0.085 10-11m2s-1 VO2+ diffusivity was observed. In the
corresponding battery test, similar battery performance was achieved using composite
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membranes with 5% (w/w) and 20% (w/w) SiO2. Spectroscopy work has been done on
Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membrane to investigate interactions among SiO2, polymer matrix
and vanadium ions.111 The results from spectroscopy suggested that SiO2 nanoparticle
does not irreversibly bind to the sulfonic acid group in ionic cluster channel in Nafion,
but interacts via reversible water hydrogen binding. This finding provided insight on how
to improve this strategy for fabricating better hybrid membranes.
Besides SiO2, some other materials have been embedded in Nafion polymeric matrix
to form hybrid membranes for vanadium redox flow batteries. Nafion/TiO2 hybrid
membranes were fabricated and characterized with a similar method to the Nafion/SiO2
hybrid membrane papers.105,110 In counter diffusion measurements and battery tests,
Nafion/TiO2 hybrid membrane exhibited low vanadium permeability when compared to
Nafion membranes, similar to the Nafion/SiO2 hybrid membrane,. Since it was pointed
out that TiO2 was not stable enough in vanadium electrolyte solution, a Nafion/Si/Ti
composite membrane was developed.105 Authors used an in-situ gel-sol method with
embedded dimethylsiloxane (DEDMS) and tetrabutyl titanate into Nafion framework to
fabricate the Nafion/Si/Ti composite membrane. This membrane showed an eight times
lower VO2+ permeability than Nafion with a slightly lower conductivity. Also, this
composite membrane did not show any apparent degradation after 100 chargingdischarging cycles. Nafion/organically modified silicate hybrid membranes were
prepared via in situ sol–gel reactions with mixtures of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) and
diethoxydimethylsilane (DEDMS), and compared with Nafion and Nafion/SiO2.105
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1.3.3.2 Nafion Modification with Ion Exchange Polymer
Some researchers have been trying to combine the advantages of Nafion and some
other polymers to meet the requirements for VRFB separator.103,104,112 The purpose of this
method is to build extra layer of polymer with positive charge to establish a positive
charge barrier for vanadium ion crossover. Multilayers of functional polymers are
polymerized on Nafion surface to improve its ionic selectivity and water osmosis, For
example, the Nafion/PSS/PDDA composite membrane is shown in Figure 1-6.
Electrolyte soaking, oxidation polymerization and electrodeposition were used to
generate a vanadium diffusive barrier layer of polypyrrole on the surface of Nafion
117.112 Compared to Nafion 117, the membrane modified by electro-deposition showed
an obvious reduction in ionic permeability and water crossover, but without adversely
affecting the membrane conductivity. A surface modification-adsorption method was
utilized to introduce a layer of polyethylenimine (PEI) onto surface of Nafion 117 to form
a cationic barrier to expel vanadium ions by the Donnan potential103. Although the
membrane area specific resistance of Nafion with deposited PEI was slightly higher than
Nafion 117, 1.24~1.34 ohm∙cm2 vs. 1.06 ohm∙cm2 in a battery test, the permeability of
VO2+ was reduced from 36.55×10-7 cm2∙min-1 to 1.70~5.23×10-7 cm2∙min-1, in
comparison to untreated Nafion. However, it was pointed out that ionic selectivity
improvement did not effectively enhance battery system’s energy efficiency, because
increased membrane resistance brought down battery’s voltage efficiency. Similarly, a
multilayered modification was conducted on Nafion 117 to deposit multiple cationic
poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) and anionic poly(sodium styrene
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sulfonate) (PSS) microlayers on Nafion 117 surface by direct-soaking.104 This
multilayered Nafion exhibited significantly lowered vanadium permeability and also
helped to increase the battery energy efficiency. A thin layer of Nafion was also crosslinked with sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) to produce a dual-layered Nafion/SPEEK
composite membrane.102 This method provided a possibility to develop a suitable VRFB
separator by enhancing the proton conductivity of some low-cost materials with good
stability and low vanadium permeability.

Figure 1–6. Nafion modification with multilayers of poly(diallyldimethylammonium
chloride) and anionic poly(sodium styrene sulfonate) by self-assembly with interfacial
polymerization. (Figure reproduced)104

1.3.3.3 Non Ion Exchange Polymer Modification
Introducing ion exchange material into a non-ion exchange membrane is another
strategy to manufacture composite ion exchange membranes with good stability. Since
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) and ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) have
considerable chemical stability in extreme chemical environments, they have been tried
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to develop new VRFB separators.113–115 The essence of this strategy is to introduce
ionomers into the pores of a framework polymer to form ionic channel to transport proton.
Several ionomers, such as polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSSA) or dimethylaminoethyl
methacrylate (DMAEMA), were grafted onto infrastructure of PVDF or ETFE and then
sulfonated to introduce ionic conducting ability. These membranes demonstrated 20 to 40
times slower vanadium crossover in diffusion measurements and comparable
conductivity to Nafion 117. Nafion was also incorporated into Daramic membrane pore
to enhance its proton conducting ability, without consuming a large amount of Nafion.116
1.3.3.4 Hydrocarbon Polymer
In recent years, non-fluorinated aromatic polymers have been used in the VRFB
application because of their lower cost, tunable properties and good chemical and thermal
stability.15,16,28,82,83 Aromatic hydrocarbon cation exchange membranes are the primary
alternative cation exchange membrane for PFSA cation exchange membrane in VRFB
application because its performance is comparable to Nafion in electrochemical
devices.117,118 Such membranes are generally developed from thermoplastics by
sulfonation, which results in high chemical/ thermal stability, good mechanical properties
and low cost.119–121 A series of sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) and
modified SPEEK membranes have been manufactured and tested for VRFB
applications.99,122–124 These SPEEK membranes have different sulfonation degrees and
various modifications, including SPEEK / heteropolyacid (PTA) / Polypropylene, or
SPEEK / PTFE and SPEEK / polypropylene / Nafion composite membranes. Similarly,
sulfonated poly(fluorenyl ether ketone) (SPFEK) membranes and SPFEK/SiO2 hybrid
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membranes were fabricated by Chen et al..125,126 Another series of membranes, sulfonated
poly(arylene thioether ketone) (SPTK) and sulfonated poly(arylene thioether ketone
ketone) (SPTKK) based on poly(arylene thioether) framework polymer, were synthesized
and investigated.127 Sulfonated poly(sulfone) (S-Radel) membrane has also been
synthesized and subjected to VRFB testing by Kim et al..95,96 The S-Radel membrane
showed a comparable cycling performance to Nafion, and much lower vanadium
permeability than for Nafion. However, S-Radel was chemically vulnerable in vanadium
electrolyte, especially to highly oxidative V5+. Recently, sulfonated Diels Alder
poly(phenylene)s (SDAPP) membranes have been synthesized and tested for VRFB
application by Fujimoto et al..100 SDAPP membranes degrade faster than Nafion in V5+
containing electrolyte, and the degradation rate is proportional to the ion exchange
capacity.
Good conductivity comparable to Nafion and low phenomenal vanadium ion
permeability can both be achieved by most of the membranes mentioned above, but
stability of these polymers in electrolyte solution still needs to be improved. Also, more
insightful research is also required to establish a solid understanding of the relation
between polymer structure and its performance in electrolyte conditions, especially the
polymer property influence on membrane transport behavior and durability in the battery.
1.3.3.5 Anion Exchange Membranes
Although anion exchange membranes have been used in commercial VRFB system
for over ten years,20 the research effort devoted to anion exchange membranes was
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significantly less than that for cation exchange membrane. Due to the presence of cationic
functional groups in the polymer backbone, the anion exchange membrane was proposed
to reduce vanadium permeation in VRFB by Donnan exclusion (Figure 1-7). Crosslinked
polysulfone anion exchange membranes were initially Crosslinked by accelerated
electron beam irradiation.106 The battery system using this membrane reached 80%
energy efficiency in 8 cycles at 60 mA∙cm-2 current density. Another polysulfone based
AEM was manufactured by functionalization with quaternary benzyl trimethylammonium
groups (PSF-TMA+) by Jung et al.129. The PSF-TMA+ membrane had good stability in
1.5 mol∙dm-3 V5+ solution for over 90 days. A series of quaternized poly(phthalazinone
ether sulfone) (QPPES), quaternized poly(phthalazinone ether ketone) (QPPEK) and
quaternized poly(phthalazinone ether ketone ketone) (QPPEKK) AEMs were synthesized
and analyzed in a series of tests, including battery testing, by Jian et al..107,130,131
Ethylene–tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) based AEMs were also manufactured by grafting
poly(methacryloxyethyl
dimethylaminoethyl
functionalized

Radel

dimethyl

ammonium

methacrylate
(QA-Radel)

chloride)

(DMAEMA).132,133
and

quaternary

(PMAOEDMAC)115
Quaternary
ammonium

and

ammonium
functionalized

poly(fluorenyl ether) (QA-PFE) were respectively synthesized ant tested by Chen et
al.128,134. In both of these AEMs, lower vanadium permeability was reflected by lower
coulombic efficiency and slower capacity decay in the cycling tests. With QA-Radel, the
battery system performed with higher power density and lower overpotential than Nafion
212.134
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Figure 1–7. The Donnan potential generated by the positively charged ionic group in the
membrane can prevent vanadium permeation.128

1.3.4 Effort for Electrolyte Improvement
Because the energy in VRFB is carried by the vanadium redox couple dissolved in
electrolyte solution, the energy density of VRFB is favored by high concentration of
vanadium salts in electrolyte. However, the solubility of vanadium in electrolyte was
limited by several factors, leading to an electrolyte stability problem in battery
operation.35,135 It was pointed out that when the battery was operated with unstablized
electrolyte solution, V5+ and V3+ can respectively precipitate in the forms of V2O5·xH2O
and V2(SO4)3·xH2O.135 To understand the stability of vanadium ions, as well as ionic
structure features, research has been conducted to illustrate the state of vanadium ions in
electrolyte solutions. A Raman spectroscopy investigation was conducted on the positive
electrolyte solution with varying V5+ and sulfate concentration, state of charge and
temperature by Kausar et al.136. Various V5+ ionic forms were suggested by the
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spectroscopy work. It was concluded that the lack of H+ and sulfate supporting electrolyte
was the main reason for V5+ precipitation at elevated temperature. Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and density functional theory (DFT) simulation studies have been
conducted to probe the vanadium ions (III, IV, V) in vanadium-sulfuric acid
electrolyte.137–140 The detailed mechanism of V5+ and V3+ precipitation was proposed on
these works.138–140 The precipitation of V5+ is caused by deprotonation and dehydration of
its hydration structure.138,140 The V3+ precipitation was caused by the nucleation in the
V3+-sulfate ion complex form by water-sulfate exchange in the hydration structure of
V3+.137,139 Stability of electrolytes with practical vanadium concentration was also
examined by researchers.35,135 The stability of V5+ and V3+ was evaluated with respect to
temperature, vanadium concentration and acid concentration. While high sulfuric acid
concentration in the electrolyte can favor stabilization of V5+ in positive electrolyte, it
would cause more severe V3+ precipitation in negative electrolyte.135
To improve the performance of vanadium-sulfuric acid electrolyte in VRFB, several
methods were used to increase electrolyte stability and reaction kinetics. The effort was
mainly focused on improvement of electrolyte thermal stability.36,37,141–143 Several
organic acid additives have been tested as positive electrolyte additive to stabilize V5+ to
reduce its precipitation. These additives included polyacrylic acid and acetic acid
mixture36, coulter dispersant141, inositol and phytic acid142, glycerin/n-propyl alcohol144,
l-glutamic acid37, methanesulfonic acid (MSA) and aminomethylsulfonic acid143. Besides
electrolyte stabilization, the electrolyte additive can also act as a catalyst to improve
electrochemical reaction kinetics of vanadium redox couples on the electrode.37,142–144
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The organic additives can introduce oxygen and nitrogen containing functional groups
adsorbed on the electrode surface to catalyze vanadium redox reactions. The catalytic
activity attributed to the additives is similar to that of carbon electrode surface heating
treated in oxygen and ammonia atmosphere.

1.4 Motivation and Goal of This Dissertation

As reviewed above, a large of research effort has been devoted to develop VRFB
systems and relevant materials, but thorough understanding of the battery system
performance and components characterization has not been well established. A number of
technical problems related to VRFB performance have been not solved or clarified by
researchers. To improve the fundamental understanding of VRFB performance, the
author has systematically investigated the performance of novel non-gap battery cell
performance, the UV-Vis spectrometry of vanadium electrolytes and ionic transport
behavior in perfluorinated sulfonic acid membrane (Nafion) and sulfonated Diels Alder
poly(phenylene) membrane. In this dissertation relevant research is described to illustrate
the performance characterization techniques for VRFB, state of charge monitoring by
UV-Vis spectroscopy and ion exchange membrane characterization for electrolyte
separator in VRFB.
The development of VRFB diagnostic technique and performance characterization
are behind the development of new materials for VRFB. In chapter 2, the polarization
curve measurement is coupled with high frequency resistance measurements and cycling
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tests to reveal extensive information about battery performance loss. The principles and
procedures of polarization curve measurements are presented to demonstrate the
methodology of polarization curve tests in VRFB performance analysis as well. The
polarization curve measurement can be used to illustrate the activation and mass transport
loss, while the HFR measurement can reveal the ohmic loss during battery operation. The
cycling test is able to show the long term capacity and efficiency loss due to selfdischarge, while it can also partially reflect battery activation loss.
Since vanadium ions have characteristic UV-Vis spectra, it is plausible to monitor
state of charge (SoC) by analyzing the UV-Vis spectra of V3+/V2+ and V4+/V5+ redox
couples in positive and negative electrolytes. In chapter 3, a SoC monitoring method was
developed on the basis of vanadium UV-Vis spectroscopy. In acidic electrolyte
can be formed by the coexistence of V4+

environment, it is found that complex ion
and V5+. The UV-Vis characteristic spectrum of

was successfully separated from

the spectra of positive electrolyte. The equilibrium constant of the

- V4+-V5+

system was calculated from spectral analysis on the positive electrolyte.
In VRFB, because the sulfuric acid and vanadium ions can enter micropore in the
separator, for example Nafion, the polymer-acid-cation balance in the separator can have
a strong influence on ion transport in the separator. In chapters 4 and 5, to illustrate the
effect of sulfuric acid and vanadium cations on ionic transport in Nafion, Nafion
conductivity was measured and analyzed together with the sulfuric acid and vanadium
uptake. It is found that sulfuric acid can increase the proton concentration in the
membrane for carrying charge, but also cause a decrease in proton mobility. The
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vanadium ions generally have much lower mobility than protons, and VO2+ and

can

also slow down proton motion. Low conductivity in Nafion can be increased by taking
advantage of the acid and vanadium ion partitioning.
Sulfonated Diels Alder Poly(phenylene) (SDAPP) is a newly synthesized
hydrocarbon cation exchange membrane and was recently used in VRFBs as an
electrolyte separator. In chapter 6, SDAPP was characterized using a series of methods to
evaluate its ionic conductivity, VO2+ permeability, equilibrium with electrolyte and
polymer morphology. By tuning the ion exchange capacity in SDAPP, conductivity
higher than Nafion can be obtained with SDAPP equilibrated in sulfuric acid. A higher
conductivity to vanadium permeability ratio was measured on SDAPP membranes at
various IEC than that for Nafion, suggesting that SDAPP has higher ionic selectivity.
Transmission electron microscope imaging showed that SDAPP is a more homogeneous
polymer than Nafion, which presents a manifest phase separation.
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CHAPTER 2
POLARIZATION CURVE MEASUREMENT AND CYCLING TEST ON
ALL VANADIUM REDOX FLOW BATTERIES

2.1 Introduction

The performance characterization methods are of great importance to VRFB
development.5,8,9,11,145,146 In electrochemical device development, diagnostic methods are
used to clarify limiting factors (activation, ohmic or mass transport) in device
performance. However, diagnostic techniques or characterization methods have not been
well developed for VRFB cells or stacks. In contrast, a relatively comprehensive
diagnostic technique system has been developed for proton exchange membrane fuel
cells to aid understanding the fundamental aspects of fuel cell, including electrochemical
reactions, fluid dynamics and thermodynamics etc..46,147–151 The primary electrochemical
diagnostic methods for PEM fuel cells includes polarization curve, current interruption
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements.147 The polarization curve is
a plot of battery potential (or any other electrochemical cell) vs. its current density under
given operating conditions. Combining theoretical or semi-empirical mathematical
modeling analysis, analysis of the shape of polarization curve can provide straightforward
information about reaction kinetics and mass transport.150–153 The fundamental theory of
the polarization curve and its experimental and analytical methodology will be described
in the later context with more detail. Current interruption is a method to isolate the ohmic
loss from other losses in electrochemical devices.154,155 The principle of this method is to
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measure the different vanishing rates of overpotentials due to internal resistance and
activation after a current interruption. The ohmic overpotential disappears immediately
after the current is turned off, while the overpotential caused by the electrochemical
reaction needs a significantly longer time to fade out.156 Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS, or AC impedance) is another commonly used diagnostic method to
characterize fuel cells or flow batteries.149,157–159 During an EIS measurement, small AC
perturbation/signals (potential or galvanic) of varying frequency are applied to the
electrochemical device. The resulting ratios of voltage to current are determined and
plotted as implicit functions of signal frequency. Performance information about the
electrochemical cell is obtained by quantitative analysis of the shape (arc heights or
length) and position of impedance spectra (in Nyquist or Bode plots). Some other
diagnostic methods based on physical or chemical methodology have been developed to
investigate performance related problems in fuel cells,148 such as neutron imaging160–162
and current mapping163–166. These methods can significantly enhance the information
content of the electrochemical methods mentioned above to more accurately identify and
quantify the factors causing performance loss in the fuel cell. Many of the diagnostic
methods developed for fuel cell applications can be utilized in VRFB research because of
similarity between fuel cells and flow batteries.
Several electrochemical diagnostic methods have been utilized in vanadium redox
flow battery research. Currently, the charge-discharge cycling test is the most widely
used technique to evaluate VRFB performance. In the battery community, the cycling test
is a standard measurement to illustrate a secondary battery’s overall performance under
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specific operation conditions. Primarily, cycling test can provide performance
information including capacity, voltage and energy efficiencies in VRFBs.21,27,29 The
battery capacity decay can further provide information about imbalanced vanadium
permeation across the membrane.100,167 However, the cycling test is limited to identify the
factors causing performance loss in a VRFB system. As has just been discussed, the
polarization curve is a commonly utilized method in electrochemical system performance
characterization. This experimental protocol has been used recently to evaluate new
battery cell architectures,33,34 optimize cell configurations49 and investigate vanadium
reaction kinetics168,169. The polarization curve measurement on a novel battery cell
showed that the battery cell can achieve remarkable battery output performance with its
zero-gap configuration, flow-by flow field and non-wetproofed carbon paper
electrode.33,34,49 The low current polarization measurement was carried out to study the
vanadium reaction kinetics on carbon paper surface.168,169 The results of polarization tests
suggested that V5+/V4+ couple has significantly faster reaction kinetics than the V2+/V3+
couple. The future catalyst development effort for VRFBs should primarily focus on the
negative electrode which is dominating activation overpotential loss. Besides polarization
curve tests, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was also used to investigate
VRFB’s performance.170 The result of EIS investigations also indicated that the negative
electrode, or V2+/V3+ couple, is the main source of activation overpotential in VRFB,
contributing about 80% of the overpotential loss during a battery discharging polarization
test. However, it should be noted that this test was done under operating conditions
deliberately chosen to allow rigorous identification of the origin of some cell features and
may not be indicative of the ultimate performance losses in a high performance cell.
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The general procedure of polarization curve measurement includes stepwise
galvanic or potential polarization and coupled impedance measurement. The polarization
is to trigger redox reaction and collect battery potential or current response; the
impedance measurement is to determine battery internal resistance under the reaction
condition. The polarization curve coupled with internal resistance measurement is
capable of distinguishing activation, ohmic and mass transport loss across the battery cell,
as can be seen in Figure 2-1. The kinetic loss of the electrochemical reaction comes from
the energy barrier to electron transfer and mass transport at the electrode-electrolyte
interface, represented by the overpotential loss at low current density. The ohmic loss
includes internal resistance (IR) loss and ‘pseudo-IR’ loss. IR loss is the overpotential
loss caused by charge conduction resistance and includes ionic resistance in electrolytes
and membrane separator, contact resistances between cell components and electronic
resistance in electrodes. Pseudo-IR loss is associated with mass transfer of redox-active
species within electrode diffusion layers. Mass transport loss is caused by concentration
polarization and ohmic loss within the electrode, controlled by transport resistance of
active species towards electrode surface. All these types of performance losses happen
simultaneously during battery operation, but each of them dominates a different section
on the polarization curve. The ohmic loss is represented by a linear overpotential loss
corresponding to increasing current density. The ohmic loss can be theoretically removed
by potential loss due to internal resistance, or IR in which I is the passing current and R is
the DC resistance determined by the high frequency resistance (HFR). The impedance of
mass transport loss can be excluded from DC resistance or HFR, because electrode is
electronically shorted by DC or high frequency signal. However, polarization behavior in
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ohmic region can still result in a nonhorizontal pattern, after IR correction. The mass
transport loss is brought up by reactant depletion on the electrode surface due to the high
consumption rate at high current density. The mass transport limiting current density is
reached when the reactant on electrode surface was completely converted. The amplitude
of the limiting current density can reflect the mass transport resistance for reactive
species within flow field and electrode.

Figure 2–1. The parts of polarization curve correspond to different sources of potential
losses as varying current density. (Figure reproduced)33

In following part of this chapter, I will present a protocol for polarization
measurements as well as battery cycling. Part of the work in this chapter has already been
published.33 The purpose of the combination of these diagnostic technique is to develop a
characterization methodology to analyze the battery performance in different aspects.
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Polarization curve analysis conducted on two flow battery setups is presented,
respectively with one lab-assembled battery cell of a flow through flow field, and one
modified direct methanol fuel cell with flow-by flow field. We also conduct polarization
curve measurements on the fuel cell battery setup with different commercial electrode
materials to investigate electrode material influence on battery output performance.
Battery cycling was also carried out on battery setup with modified DMFC cell to
quantify battery’s efficiency and capacity loss due to vanadium crossover.

2.2 Experiment

2.2.1 Battery Setup
The key components of the battery setup includes a battery cell, electrolyte solution
reservoirs and pumps circulating the electrolytes, as is shown in Figure 2-2. Positive and
negative electrolyte solutions were respectively contained in two Corning Pyrex 250 mL
glass reagent bottles. Electrolyte solutions were circulated between the battery cell and
reservoirs within 1/8″ or 1/4″ outside diameter polyethylene tubing by two KNF Stepdos
08 dosing pumps. The electrolyte separators used in all following measurements included
Nafion 117, 211 and 212 membranes, purchased from Ion Power Inc. Their dry
thicknesses were 180, 25 and 50 μm respectively. Before being installed in battery cell,
the membrane was cut into a size fitting in the cells and pretreated with the protocol
described elsewhere.84
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Figure 2–2. The systematic sketch of the experimental VRFB setup with a battery cell,
electrolyte transport and storage.

2.2.2 Cell Designs
Two battery cells of distinct configurations were tested in this work. One battery cell
was lab-assembled with a flow-through electrode pattern, referred as LA cell in future
discussion. The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) consisted of one Nafion 117 cation
exchange membrane and two layers of graphite carbon felt (Cera Material, 1.27 cm thick,
0.12 Ω∙cm uncompressed through-plane resistivity). On each side of the cell, two layers
of carbon felt were housed in a 5 5 cm square PVC tube of 2 cm length, with 20%
compression. The cross sectional area of battery was 20 cm2, controlled by the size of
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window on Viton gaskets between membrane and PVC housing. Two polypropylene 1/8″
NPT to 1/4″ tube fittings were diagonally placed on the walls of the housing to be inlet
and outlet of electrolyte solutions. The MEA and PVC housing were compressed by two
7.5 7.5 1.27cm PVC endplate tightened by four 1/4″ bolts. One platinum wire was
fixed through each endplate to serve as current collector on each side.
The other battery cell tested in this work was modified from a 5 cm2 direct methanol
fuel cell (Fuel Cell Technology Inc.), referred to as fuel cell battery (FCB). In this cell, a
flow-by flow pattern was introduced by graphite current collectors with serpentine flow
channels (0.787 mm wide and 1.02 mm deep). The membrane used in this cell was a
pretreated Nafion membrane. Several electrode materials were tested with FCB cell,
including carbon felt (2.5mm), Toray TGP-H-060 carbon paper (200μm) (referred as
Toray in future) and SGL 10AA (400μm) (referred as 10AA in future). During battery
operation, the MEA was confined by glass fiber gaskets and compressed by graphite flow
fields.
The electrolyte solutions were originally made from VOSO4∙xH2O (Alfa Aesar,
x=3.23, 99.9%), H2SO4 (Alfa Aesar, 96~98%) and deionized water (Milli Q, 18MΩ∙cm).
All electrolyte solutions were charged from VOSO4/H2SO4 solutions made from the
reagents. Electrolyte solutions of two concentration levels were prepared: 0.5M
VOSO4/2M H2SO4 and 1M VOSO4/4M H2SO4. To prepare electrolyte solutions for the
battery, electrolyte solutions were charged in a two-step charging protocol. The solutions
were charged by a 1.8V constant voltage across the battery to prevent overcharge. In the
first charging step, VOSO4 solutions of the same volume were placed on both sides of the
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battery. V3+ and

were obtained respectively on negative side and positive side of the

battery. The positive electrolyte containing

was then replaced by fresh VOSO4

solution of the same volume to reach a fully discharged state in battery. Then one more
charging step was conducted to charge the battery to a fully charged state and V5+ (

)

and V2+ were obtained on the positive and negative sides respectively. During battery
operation, nitrogen was pumped into the negative electrolyte solution to protect V2+ from
oxidation of air.

2.2.3 Electrochemical Tests
All electrochemical experiments, including battery charging, were conducted with a
Bio-Logic HCP803 high current potentiostat. The high performance potentiostat consists
of a basic potentiostat with 400mA current capacity and a booster with 80A current
capacity. During battery charging or testing, the working electrode probe of the
potentiostat was connected to the positive electrode (V5+/V4+ side) of the battery cell and
the counter electrode probe was attached to negative electrode (V2+/V3+ side), while the
reference electrode probe was connected to battery’s negative electrode. The battery was
regarded as fully charged after being charged constantly at 1.8V until the current density
dropped to 2 mA/cm2.
Polarization curve measurement was the main electrochemical characterization
carried out in this work. A potential-control polarization measuring protocol was applied
to avoid reaching high potentials under current control and thereby damaging the carbon
electrode and graphite flow field. A stepwise increasing or decreasing battery voltage
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from the open circuit voltage was set across battery cell to trigger electrochemical
reactions at varying over potential. For each polarization step, a constant voltage was
applied to the battery for 30 seconds to reach a steady state and to provide a data point on
the polarization curve. Then, battery rested at open circuit voltage (OCV) for 120 seconds
to refresh electrolyte in the electrode. The flow rate was controlled by the setting of
dosing pumps, ranging from 0.5 to 45 mL/min. All measurements were carried out at
22°C ambient temperature, without temperature control on the battery system. Because
the temperature difference between electrolyte inlet and outlet of battery cell was no
more than 1°C at maximum power, we assumed that all measurements were at constant
temperature. The battery internal resistance was measured by determining high frequency
resistance (HFR) of the battery from electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS). The EIS
was conducted with potential-controlled electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS)
over an AC frequency range of 100 kHz to 1Hz and with 10mV perturbation amplitude.
To correct ohmic loss (IR loss) of the polarization curve, the voltage of the raw
polarization curve was adjusted by the product of current and HFR.
Battery cycling was carried out on the FCB battery setups with the same test
equipment. The FCB cell was installed with three membrane-electrode combinations: A.
Nafion 211+3 layers 10AA (70% compression); B. Nafion 212+3 layers 10AA (70%
compression); C. Nafion 117+one layers Toray (70% compression). The cycling current
densities were 80 mA∙cm-2 for battery A and B, and 120 mA∙cm-2 for setup C. The
charging and discharging limits for battery A and B are 1.8V and 0.8V; the charging and
discharging limits for battery C are 2.4V and 0.4V. The voltage efficiency (CE) of the
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battery during a cycling process is defined as:

.

And the coulombic efficiency (CE) of the battery is

Here, E and Q are the voltage and capacity of an individual discharging or charging
step. The energy efficiency (EE) equals the product of VE and CE.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Flow-Through Cell Configuration
The raw and IR corrected polarization curves measured on the LA cell with 0.5
mol∙dm-3 Vx+ and 2.5 total mol∙dm-3

electrolyte solutions are presented in Figure 2-

3. The cross battery internal resistance determined by impedance measurement was 4.57
ohm∙cm2. The IR correction resulted in a flattened IR free polarization curve pattern. This
implies that there are very low kinetic and pseudo-ohmic losses in the LA cell setup.
Because the surface area of the carbon felt is high enough due to the large volume of
carbon felt electrode in the LA cell, activation loss can be largely avoided given the low
local current density on electrode surface. In the LA cell, the contact resistance is the
primary source of battery internal resistance. It has been proved that an ion exchange
membrane can have lower conductivity in the electrolyte environment due to sulfuric acid
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and vanadium ions entering and dehydrating the membrane.30 However, in electrolyte
with 1 mol∙dm3 Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm3 total sulfate, the membrane can only account for 0.4
ohm∙cm2 resistance which is an order of magnitude lower than the observed ASR of the
LA cell. In the half cell compartment, two pieces of carbon felt electrodes were
compressed from 2.5 cm to 1.8 cm, but good contact between electrode and membrane
cannot be achieved because they were just loosely pressed together. The edge of carbon
felt can be separated from the membrane by the sealing rubber gasket. Another
significant factor in high internal resistance is the contact between electrode and platinum
wire current collector. The platinum wire was simply inserted into the carbon electrode to
collect current, without tight contact to carbon fibers. The loose contact between platinum
wire and carbon material can lead to significant contact resistance, or even an electrolyte
gap between the platinum wire and carbon fiber in electrode. We conclude that the
contact resistance is the primary resistance source in LA cell, leading to significant ohmic
loss in the polarization curve.
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Figure 2–3. The raw and IR-corrected polarization curves tested on LA battery cell with
0.5 mol∙dm-3 Vx+/2.5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate electrolyte, at 30 ml∙min-1 flow rate.

2.3.2 Vanadium Concentration Influence on Battery Performance
To compare the vanadium concentration influence on cell performance, polarization
curves were measured on an FCB cell with 0.5 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ or 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ in 5
mol∙dm-3 total sulfate electrolyte solutions. The electrode in the battery was 2.5 mm thick
carbon felt, compressed to 0.5 mm thickness. The flow rate in this measurement was 20
mL/min. Due to the high compression of the electrode and the diffusive resistance in the
flow-by pattern, low limiting current density, about 90 mA/cm2, was achieved on both
polarization curves with different vanadium concentrations. Obviously, the vanadium
concentration has a strong influence on the mass transport during the battery operation. In
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the mass transport controlled region, a polarization curve with 0.5 mol/L flow rate of
vanadium shows less performance than that for 1 mol/L. Interestingly, in the kinetic
region and higher end of ohmic region, the two polarization curves perfectly overlap each
other. This means that the kinetics of the vanadium redox reaction on carbon felt are not
influenced by the concentration change.

Figure 2–4. IR corrected polarization curves on FCB cell with carbon felt electrode with
0.5 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ or 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ in 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate electrolyte solutions. The
flow rate is 20 mL∙min-1.

The kinetic polarization difference between the FCB cell and LA cell is a result of
cell architecture difference. Distinct IR-free polarization curves can be observed on LA
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and FCB cells, as can be seen in Figure 2-3 and 2-4. The higher electrode surface area in
LA cell can effectively reduce activation loss during battery operation. Because the
electrode uncompressed thickness of the carbon felt electrode in LA cell is 2.53 cm,
about ten times thicker than that of the carbon felt electrode in FCB cell, the LA cell can
have a ten times larger electrode surface area than FCB cell. At a given current density
across the battery, the high surface area in LA cell can effectively reduce the local current
density on the surface of electrode. The lower current density at the electrode surface
would lead to lowered activation overpotential loss, which was shown by the flat IR free
polarization curve in Figure 2-3. In contrast, the activation loss on the FCB cell is
manifest, because the surface area of the electrode is limited. Similar observations, i.e.
that a thicker electrode can effectively reduce activation loss in VRFB, were made
elsewhere.34,49

2.3.3 Electrolyte Feed Rate Effect on Cell’s Output Performance
High feed rate of electrolyte solutions into both sides in battery cell can immediately
increase output capacity of the battery. The FCB cell with Toray carbon paper electrode
(25% compression) polarization curves at varying flow rates are presented in Figure 2-5.
The electrolyte solution contained 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate. High
electrolyte feed rate can obviously improve mass transport in electrodes. The mass
transport limiting current density increases corresponding to the growth of feed rate. It is
reasonable that higher flow rate into the cell can bring more active species onto the
electrode surface to support the redox reaction to generate higher current density. In the
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mass transport region of polarization curves with high feed rate 16 to 40 mL/min, these
polarization curves show a hooking tail bending back towards lower current density. This
could be caused by the circulating operation mode of the tested experimental battery
setup. During the polarization curve measurement, because the electrolyte solutions were
constantly circulated between battery cell and electrolyte reservoir, the battery state of
charge would be reduced during the battery test, especially at the high current density
(mass transport loss region). This is consistent with the hooked polarization curve at the
low voltage end of polarization curve.
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Figure 2–5. The polarization curves measured on an FCB cell with Toray carbon paper
(25% compression) electrode at varying electrolyte feed rate. The electrolyte solution
contained 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate

Although battery performance can be directly improved by elevating electrolyte feed
rate, several other factors manifest themselves in limiting battery performance. As can be
seen in Table 2-1, the mass transport limiting current density in FCB increases with the
increase of flow rate, but it is also increasingly lower than the theoretical maximum
current density that calculated from the flow rate. The maximum theoretical current
density in the FCB is calculated by:

(2-1)
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Here,

is the electrolyte flow rate;

vanadium ion V2+ or

is the concentration of reactive

, 1 mol∙dm-3; F is Faraday constant; A is the sectional area of

FCB cell, 5 cm2. The maximum electrolyte utilization is defined as
In Table 2-1,

.

increases with flow rate increase, but is increasingly lower than

, leading to a decreasing electrolyte utilization. 25% maximum vanadium
utilization was achieved at 0.5 mL∙min-1 flow rate, but only 40 mA∙cm-2 limiting current
density was reached. At 40 mL∙min-1 flow rate, 390 mA∙cm-2 limiting current density can
achieved, but it only corresponds to 3.0% vanadium utilization. There is a balance
between electrolyte feed rate and electrolyte utilization, or between pump load and
battery output. Since the battery output growth decreases with flow rate increase,
elevating flow rate to is not always economical to increase battery performance because
the battery output harvest by higher flow rate is traded off by higher pump load by
increasing flow rate.
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Table 2-1. Comparison of theoretical and measured maximum current density and
maximum electrolyte utilization on polarization curves with varying flow rates. Reynolds
numbers of electrolyte flow are listed to compare flow regime in flow field. The battery
cell is the FCB cell with Toray Carbon paper, with electrolyte solutions of 1 mol∙dm-3
Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate.
Flow rate
mL/min
0.5
2
4
8
12
16
20
25
30
40

Theoretical
Maximum Current
Density mA/cm2
160.8
643.3
1286
2573
3860
5146
6433
8041
9650
12866

Observed
Maximum Current
Density mA/cm2
40.6
105.1
159.3
209
249.6
263.5
305.8
326.5
340.4
390.7

Maximum
Electrolyte
Utilization %
25.2
16.3
12.3
8.12
6.46
5.11
4.75
4.06
3.52
3.03

Reynolds
Number
29.9
119.9
239.8
479.7
719.6
959.5
1199
1499
17994
2398

The mass transport in the flow field and carbon electrode and reaction on the surface
of electrode are of great complexity in the FCB cell. As presented in Figure 2-6, the mass
transport limiting current density and maximum electrolyte utilization are coincidentally
power functions of flow rate. Although the numerical fitting is in good agreement with
the original experimental data, the simple algebraic equation cannot directly illustrate the
essence of mass transport and electrochemical reactions in battery. Because of the high
complexity of mass transport and reaction processes in battery cell,171–173 it is not easy to
clarify the detailed mechanism between flow rate change and battery performance.
However, the flow rate change is directly related to mass transport in the flow field. To
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evaluate the flow regime impact on battery performance, the Reynolds number of
electrolyte flow in the graphite flow field is calculated for each flow rate, as is listed in
Table 2-1. The density and viscosity of electrolyte solution were adopted from literature
in the Reynolds number calculation.32 As flow rate increases in battery cell, the flow in
flow field channel begins to be more turbulent, considering the interference from the
rough surface of the electrode. The active vanadium species diffusion in the porous
electrode or at the electrode-flow field interface might be limited or disturbed by the
turbulent flow. Moreover, with increasing flow rate in battery, the electrolyte flow might
creep out of the flow channel into the flow field plate and bypass the flow field.174,175
This effect would bring reactant vanadium directly onto the electrode surface by
convection, but some reaction area can be bypassed due to the long diffusive distance
from the electrolyte bypass flow. A dilemma similar to the flow-through flow field would
be caused by limiting reactant feed to part of reaction area and shortening electrolyte
resident time.
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Figure 2–6. The mass transport limiting current density and maximum electrolyte
utilization in polarization curve measurement on FCB cell with Toray carbon paper (25%
compression) electrode and electrolyte solution contained 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm-3
total sulfate at varying electrolyte feed rate.

2.3.4 Properties of Electrode Material Impact on Battery Performance
Battery performance is strongly dependent on electrode material. In Figure 2-7, the
IR corrected polarization curves of FCB cell with SGL 10AA and Toray TGP-H-060
show that 10AA has better performance than Toray carbon paper. Toray and 10AA were
respectively compressed from 200μm and 400 μm original thickness to 150μm and 300
μm. The electrolyte solution was 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate. The flow
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rates in both polarization tests were 20 mL∙min-1. As is presented in Figure 2-7, the
polarization curve of 10AA has a more flattened kinetic region and higher limiting
current density. At 10 mA∙cm-2 current density, the overpotential loss in cell with 10AA
was just about 0.04 V, while the overpotential loss with Toray reached 0.2 V. The mass
transport limiting current densities were respectively 754 and 305 mA∙cm-2 for 10AA and
Toray. 10AA overwhelms Toray in both kinetic and mass transport aspects. One
significant performance difference source is the coating structure of this carbon paper.
Because Toray carbon paper is originally manufactured as a gas diffusion electrode for
proton exchange membrane fuel cells, a PTFE hydrophobic layer is coated on the surface
of carbon fiber to prevent water flooding. The PTFE layer on electrode surface can
reduce contact area between carbon surface and electrolyte solutions. Because PTFE is
not conductive, it cannot provide surface to efficiently support redox reaction on its
surface and it impedes surface wetting. The carbon surface reduction caused by PTFE
coating directly leads to higher kinetic overpotential loss due to higher surface current
density. By contrast, without PTFE coating, SGL 10AA has more hydrophilic surface
structure to make good contact between carbon substrate and electrolyte solutions to
utilize internal carbon surface. The hydrophobic coating on the carbon surface can also
impede electrolyte transport within the pore of electrode. The hydrophobic effect on the
PTFE layer provides a strong repulsive barrier for electrolyte convection in Toray carbon
paper176 leading to a much lower limiting current density in the cell. In addition, the
thickness of the carbon paper can also contribute to cell performance differences.
Although the electrochemical surface areas for both Toray and 10AA are not known, the
increased thickness of 10AA can expose more surface area due to the PTFE coating in
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Toray.

Figure 2–7. The polarization curves on FCB cell with Toray or SGL 10AA carbon paper
electrode. The electrolyte used was 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate. Toray
carbon paper had a compression of 200/150 μm, while 10AA was compressed to 300 μm
from 400 μm. The electrolyte flow rates in both polarization testes were 20mL∙min-1.

2.3.5 Charging and Discharging Polarization Behavior at Various SoC
The charging and discharging polarization curves at lower state of charge were also
measured to illustrate battery performance under practical conditions. In Figure 2-8,
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charging and discharging polarization curves of FCB with Toray were measured
respectively at 90%, 80% and 70% states of charge. The electrolyte flow rate was 20
mL∙min-1. The electrolyte composition was 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate.
To avoid electrode and flow-field being damaged by high voltage during charging
polarization, the maximum current density was limited at 80 mA∙cm-2. To better compare
polarization behaviors of charging and discharging, the overpotential was plotted vs.
current density. For all states of charge, the kinetic regions (0 to 15 mA∙cm-2) of charging
and discharging polarization curves highly overlap. The similar activation losses means
activation loss in the battery is not strongly related to battery state of charge or the
relative concentrations of corresponding active species. This consistency suggests that the
mass transport to the electrode surface, rather than charge transfer, is the dominating
factor to the activation loss. Because Toray carbon paper used in this measurement has a
PTFE coating on the surface, this layer can strongly impede vanadium transfer between
electrolyte solution and carbon surface to cause large mass transport activation loss.
When the current density exceeds 15 mA∙cm-2, the charging polarization gradually
deviates from discharging polarization curve, with higher overpotential. The deviation
was mainly contributed by pseudo-IR, because the reactant vanadium species
concentrations in the charging polarization test were lower than those in discharging test
at the given experimental state of charge. Higher mass transport overpotential is required
to drive reactant vanadium transport in the carbon-electrolyte interface during the
charging polarization curve measurement. As can be seen in Figure 2-8, at a higher SoC,
there is a wider overpotential gap between charging and discharging polarization curves.
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With higher SoC the charging needs larger overpotential to drive mass transport and
discharging needs less overpotential to distribute reactive vanadium into electrode. For
the charging polarization measurement, the battery voltage is significantly higher than the
electrochemical window of water which equals 1.23V and side reactions (oxygen on
positive electrode and hydrogen on negative electrode) might contribute to battery current
as well.
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Figure 2–8. The charging and discharging polarization curves at 90, 80, and 70% state of
charge. Charging and discharging polarization curves overlap at kinetic control region for
each SoC. The charging polarization curve deviates from the discharging one after 15
mA∙cm-2 due to several reasons.
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2.3.6 Battery Characterization by Cycling Test
The cycling test is able to illustrate long term operation stability, which cannot be
provided by polarization curve measurement. In this work, cycling tests were carried out
on FCB cell with three membrane electrode combinations: A. Nafion 211 + three layers
of SGL 10AA (70% compression); B. Nafion 212 + three layers of SGL 10AA (70%
compression); C. Nafion 117 + one layer Toray carbon paper. The current densities
applied in these cycling tests were respectively: A. 80 mA∙cm-2; B. 80 mA∙cm-2; C. 120
mA∙cm-2. The potential window of the cycling test A and B was 0.8 to 1.8 V, while
potential window for C was 0.4 to 2.4 V. The first few cycles of this cycling are
presented in Figure 2-9. With the cell using Nafion 211 as separator, original discharging
and charging battery capacity faded 83% and 82% during 13 cycles in 27 hours. In
contrast, in 50 cycles, the battery with Nafion 212 only lost 6.4% and 2.1% in its
charging and discharging capacities, and no obvious capacity decay was observed in the
battery with Nafion 117. The capacity fade rates in the three battery setups are consistent
with the thicknesses of membranes in their cells. In addition, the battery with the thinner
membrane also showed lower coulombic efficiency, as is presented in Figure 3-10. The
battery with Nafion 211 has 50% coulombic efficiency which is much lower than 96%
for Nafion 212 and near 100% for Nafion 117. The rapid capacity decay and low
coulombic efficiency in battery A was caused by fast vanadium crossover during its
operation. As has been shown, the positive and negative electrolyte can become
unbalanced due to vanadium crossover and water osmosis.89 Since the thickness of
Nafion 211 (25 μm) is substantially lower than Nafion 212 (50 μm) and Nafion 117 (180
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μm), fast vanadium permeation can happen in Nafion 211. The rapid vanadium crossover
can change the vanadium composition at membrane-electrode interface, leading to
lowered battery open circuit potential.49 Side reactions caused by vanadium crossover can
lead to lower discharging capacity and higher charging capacity in battery, and thus
lowered coulombic efficiency. Since vanadium ions have different permeability and
water electro-osmotic ability,89 the long term unbalanced vanadium crossover can cause
vanadium imbalance in the electrolyte solution, leading to capacity decay in long
operation. Briefly, the low ionic selectivity or high vanadium permeability in membrane
can cause both efficiency and capacity loss in battery, due to rapidly unbalanced
vanadium crossover.
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Figure 2–9. The selected initial cycles in battery cycling tests on FCB cell with different
membrane electrode combinations: A. Nafion 211 with 3 layers SGL 10AA carbon paper
electrode (70% compression); B. Nafion 212 with 3 layers SGL 10AA carbon paper
electrode (70% compression); C. Nafion 117 with 1 layer Toray carbon paper. Nonwetproof surface property of 10AA enables a much lower overpotential loss during both
charging and discharging processes.
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Specific information about kinetics and efficiency can also be extracted from battery
cycling. For battery C, although high coulombic efficiency was achieved with a thick
membrane minimizing vanadium crossover, the energy efficiency was significantly
lowered by very low voltage efficiency compared to battery B. The lowered voltage
efficiency was caused by high overpotential loss in charging and discharging cycles. The
high overpotential loss should mainly be attributed to the PTFE-coated electrode surface
on Toray. As has been discussed in previous section, the hydrophobic and nonconductive
coating layer on carbon paper can impede mass and charge transfer during battery
running, and cause higher activation and mass transport losses. Although the higher
operation current density in battery A (120 mA∙cm-2) can generate higher overpotential
loss, the efficiency loss should mainly be attributed to hydrophobic surface of the
electrode. In contrast, battery B has three layers of 10AA carbon paper as electrodes on
both sides. These are favorable for electrolyte transport and charge transfer, due to its
hydrophilic surface and the three layer electrode can also provide a higher surface area
for redox reaction to bring down reaction current density on electrode surface, and thus
activation overpotential loss.
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Figure 2–10. The coulombic efficiency (CE), voltage efficiency (VE) and energy
efficiency (EE) of the FCB cell with different membrane electrode combinations: A.
Nafion 211 with 3 layers SGL 10AA carbon paper electrode (70% compression); B.
Nafion 212 with 3 layers SGL 10AA carbon paper electrode (70% compression); C.
Nafion 117 with 1 layer Toray carbon paper. Thicker membrane in cell can bring up
higher coulombic efficiency. Non-wet proofed electrode enables higher voltage
efficiency.
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2.4 Summary

Polarization curve and cycling test protocols were developed and successfully
carried out on vanadium redox flow batteries with a lab-assembled flow-through cell
configuration and a modified direct methanol fuel cell. Multiple membrane and electrode
materials were installed and tested in battery cells to compare their properties influence
on battery performance. The performance of flow battery systems can be characterized by
polarization curve measurements and cycling test to reveal different aspects.
The limiting factors for battery performance loss (activation loss, ohmic loss and
mass transport loss) in each battery cell can be identified by polarization curve tests
combined with high frequency impedance measurements. In a battery setup with LA cell,
the activation loss was largely prevented by large surface area on 2.5 cm thick carbon felt
electrode. However, the high contact resistance (4.6 ohm∙cm2) and mass transport
resistance (limiting current density 160 mA∙cm-2) were substantially limiting the
performance of the LA cell. In FCB cell, since the good mechanical contact among
electrode, membrane and current collector was provided by good compression, contact
resistance and electronic resistance were significantly reduced. Most of the ohmic loss in
the FCB cell can be compensated by IR correction except for pseudo-IR loss which is
related to mass transport issues. The activation loss in the battery cell was largely
controlled by the electrode surface area (LA vs. FCB) and electrode surface structure
(PTFE coated or non-wetproofed). The vanadium concentration in the electrolyte solution
has little effect on activation loss on carbon felt electrode. The mass transport loss in FCB
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cell was impacted by both the electrolyte flow rate and electrode surface structure. Higher
flow rate of electrolyte can allow better mass transfer, reflected by a higher mass
transport limiting current. However, the output gain by increasing electrolyte flow rate is
lower than the corresponding growth of electrolyte flow rate, or pump load. The
hydrophilic surface of carbon paper electrode material can also improve electrolyte mass
transport in the flow field and porous electrode.
Cycling tests can provide battery performance stability and efficiency evaluation.
The cycling test was carried out on a battery setup with FCB cells with different
membrane and electrode material. Vanadium permeability across the membrane is critical
to the capacity and coulombic efficiency, since fast battery capacity decay and low
coulombic efficiency were observed on battery setup with Nafion 211 with thickness of
25 μm, the thinnest membrane used in this test. The electrode properties strongly
influence battery voltage efficiency. The voltage efficiency of a battery with Nafion 117
and Toray TGP-H-060 carbon paper only reached 40%, while high overpotential loss was
caused in charging and discharging process by the PTFE coated surface.
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CHAPTER 3
UV-VIS SPECTROSCOPY APPLICATION IN
STATE OF CHARGE MONITORING FOR VRFB

3.1 Background
State of charge (SoC) is a significant indicator to provide direct information on the
remaining capacity in a battery for battery management. During the operation of a VRFB,
the SoC is defined as the concentration fraction of V5+ and V2+ respectively in positive
and

negative

SoCnegative=

electrolytes:
/(

+

SoCpositive=

/(

+

)

and

). Real time state of charge monitoring can immediately feed

the available amount of active vanadium species in electrolyte back to the battery
management system to aid the future operation. In addition, the state of charge can also
reflect the system health by analyzing vanadium consumption on each side and
concentration variation.177 The charging and discharging reactions should lead to equal
vanadium consumptions in both sides of VRFB. However, several other factors can cause
malign vanadium concentration change, leading to imbalanced electrolyte and faded
battery capacity.177 Factors leading to active vanadium loss or electrolyte imbalance are
listed as below:
1. Gas generation side reactions. Hydrogen and oxygen can be generated on
electrodes during the battery charging process, in which high overpotential is necessary.
Although the carbon electrode utilized in VRFB is not highly catalytic for the proton
reduction reaction, hydrogen evolution is highly favored in thermodynamics because the
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standard potential of H+/H2 (0 V) is higher than V3+/V2+ (-0.23 V).178 The side reaction in
VRFB can cause unbalanced vanadium consumption (mainly excess reaction on the
positive side to support hydrogen evolution on negative side) in the cell.
2. Carbon oxidation reaction in the electrode. During the charging process, the
carbon material on positive electrode can be etched by the acidic electrolyte in an electrocorrosion side reaction.179,180 The carbon corrosion reaction can generate part of
operational current, leading to a lowered V4+ charging efficiency.
3. V2+ oxidation by oxygen. V2+ can be oxidized by oxygen penetrated into
electrolyte transport or storage. V2+ oxidation can reduce SoC in the negative electrolyte.
4. Asymmetric vanadium crossover. The vanadium concentration in positive and
negative electrolytes can be unbalanced by the vanadium crossover because vanadium
ion at different valence states have varying permeability across separator89 and the unique
direction of vanadium migration is driven by the battery potential difference.
5. Water and sulfuric acid crossover. Water and sulfuric acid transport across the
separator can be caused by concentration or hydraulic osmosis or electroosmosis. This
transport would not influence the state of vanadium charge, but it can interfere with
accurate measurement of vanadium concentration and will cause concentration
differences to develop.
For traditional batteries, like lead acid and lithium ion batteries, a series of state of
charge estimation methods have been thoroughly developed.181–185 Generally, these
methods for state of charge monitoring can be categorized into directly experimental
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methods and modeling analysis methods. One branch of experimental method is
comprised of electrochemical methods. The electrochemical experimental SoC
monitoring strategy include discharging test, ampere counting, open circuit voltage,186
electrochemical

impedance

spectroscopy181,183

and

D.C

internal

resistance

measurements.182 Another experimental method for state of charge is to estimate SoC by
measuring battery component physical or chemical properties. The SoC modeling
analysis, such as linear model or artificial neural network187, estimates battery SoC by
collecting and analyzing real time performance (current density and voltage), given that
a complete performance database of the battery has been well established182. Kalman
filter has also been used widely used to analyze battery SoC by simulating the battery via
a dynamic algorithm.186–188
Considerable effort has been devoted to develop spectroscopy based techniques to
measure electrolyte SoC in VRFB. Because of the characteristic UV-Vis absorption of
each vanadium ion,189 UV-Vis spectrometry has been utilized in measurement of state of
charge in VRFB electrolytes.177,190–194 In the negative electrolyte, because the spectra of
V2+ and V3+ are explicitly additive to each other, the SoC of negative electrolyte can be
calculated in a straightforward manner from the absorbance in the isosbestic points’
vicinity on its UV-Vis spectrum.177,192–194 Due to the existence of

during the

coexistence of V4+ and V5+ in acidic environment,195,196 strong excess absorbance can
take place in positive electrolyte at intermediate SoC, leading to isosbestic point absence
in the spectra of positive electrolyte. The strong UV-Vis absorption also caused difficulty
to directly calculate solution concentrations of V4+, V5+ and
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from the positive

electrolyte absorbance spectrum. Transmittance spectrum analysis coupled with an
intensity corrected correlation coefficient (ICCC) algorithm was conducted to measure
both positive and negative electrolyte solution state of charge.190,191 The SoC of
electrolyte solution was calculated from its UV-Vis transmittance by fitting it into the
premeasured SoC-transmittance database. Besides UV-Vis spectroscopy, infrared
spectroscopy was used to measure SoC in VRFB. Similar to the algorithm of UV-Vis
method, the concentrations of vanadium ions in each electrolyte solution were calculated
from electrolyte IR absorption signal collected by a precalibrated IR detector coupled
with a VRFB setup.
Some methods other than spectroscopy were also developed to measure electrolyte
state of charge in VRFBs. The state of charge of each electrolyte solution can be
determined by its conductivity because the conductivities of vanadium electrolyte
solutions have been shown to be linear function of their SoC.177 The open circuit voltage
(OCV) of the battery was also used to indicate the state of charge in battery.192,194,197
However, because the detailed reaction mechanism has not been clarified for vanadium
redox reaction on both electrodes, the OCV calculated by the Nernst equation cannot
provide sufficiently accurate SoC estimation for battery management. To enhance SoC
estimation from battery OCV, an equivalent electrical circuit model was established for a
VRFB setup and Kalman filter dynamic analysis was carried out to reinforce the SoC
analysis188.
In this chapter, I will present my work on utilization of UV-Vis spectroscopy in
VRFB state of charge monitoring and electrolyte imbalance study. The UV-Vis
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absorbance spectrum of negative and positive electrolytes was measured at different
states of charge. The spectrum of negative electrolyte proportionally consists of
characteristic spectra of V2+ and V3+. The state of charge in the negative electrolyte can
be calculated by the analysis of the absorbance in the vicinity of isosbestic points in the
spectra. In the positive electrolyte, the V4+-V5+-

equilibrium can generate strong

excess absorbance to impede direct SoC calculate by isosbestic point analysis. By
analysis of V4+/V5+ mixing electrolyte at different SoC and overall vanadium
concentration, the equilibrium constant for V4+-V5+the molar UV-Vis absorption spectrum of

system was calculated. And

was successfully separated from the

spectrum of positive electrolyte solution. The state of charge of positive electrolyte can
be calculated by a mathematical analysis incorporating the equilibrium of V4+-V5+-

.

The UV-Vis spectrometry measurement coupled with cycling tests suggests that V4+ loss
in the positive electrolyte is the main reason for charging capacity loss during VRFB
operation.

3.2 Experimental
Two experimental protocols were developed to take UV-Vis spectroscopy
measurements in-line or ex-situ. The in-line spectroscopy measurement was applied to
directly record UV-Vis spectra in electrolyte solutions to develop a method to monitor
their state of charging. The ex-situ measurement was developed to investigate vanadium
ion spectral changes more precisely during redox reaction, or with their valence states
changing. The electrolyte preparation process has already been described in the last
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chapter.

3.2.1 In-Line UV-Vis Spectroscopy Measurement

The spectrometer was coupled with an operational flow battery system, via a UVVis flow cell built into electrolyte tubing line in the battery system, as is shown in Figure
3-1. The flow battery setup is a regular battery set up with a 25 cm2 modified direct
methanol fuel cell and 100 mL electrolyte solution on each side of the battery. The
separator used was pretreated Nafion 117, and the electrode was SGL 10AA. The battery
was started at 0 SoC with 1 mol∙dm-3 V3+ / 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate solution on negative side
and 1 mol∙dm-3 V4+ / 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate solution on positive side. While the battery was in
operation, the electrolyte solution of interest was constantly pumped through the UV-Vis
flow cell by a KNF STEPDOS 08 dosing pump. The light path length in the spectrometer
flow cell was 1 mm. The spectrum of the electrolyte solution was recorded by an ALSJapan SEC2000 UV-Vis spectrometer-light source setup. Chronoamperometry at 1.8V
was carried out on the battery to charge it up to 100% SoC, and then the spectrum at
varying SoC was simultaneously recorded by the spectrometer. The flow battery was
controlled by a Bio-Logic HCP803 high current potentiostat.
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Figure 3–1. The UV-Vis spectrometer setup built in a flow battery system.

3.2.2 Electrospectrometry Measurement Setup

One electrospectrometer setup was used to acquire vanadium ions (V4+/V5+) spectra
variation according to state of charge change. The experiment was carried out in a quartz
electrochemical cuvette with a platinum mesh working electrode and a platinum counter
electrode. This cuvette with electrodes was supplied by ALS-Japan as well. The path
length of the quartz cell was 1 mm. The cuvette was mounted on a cuvette holder
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assembled

with

the

ALS-Japan

SEC2000

spectrometer

and

light

source.

Chronopotentiometry was carried out to reduce 80 μL 0.5 mol∙dm-3 V5+ / 5 mol∙dm-3
sulfate solution in the cuvette with 2 mA current generated by a Bio-Logic SP200
potentiostat.

3.2.3 V4+/V5+ Mixing Solution Spectrum Study

To better investigate the spectrum of V4+/V5+ mixed solution, the UV-Vis spectrum
of the mixed solutions of different concentrations was measured by the SEC2000
spectrometer. The V4+/V5+ mixed solutions of total vanadium concentrations 0.08 to 1.2
mol∙dm-3 in 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate background were prepared from 2 mol∙dm-3 V4+ / 5
mol∙dm-3 total sulfate solution, 2 mol∙dm-3 V5+ / 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate solution and 5
mol∙dm-3 H2SO4. The SoC of these electrolyte solutions ranges from 0 to 100%. The
spectra of these solutions were taken by the same spectrometer setup mentioned above,
with a 0.5 mm, 1 mm or 1 cm quartz cuvette.

3.2.4 Vanadium Imbalance Monitoring In VRFB

One vanadium imbalance monitoring experiment was carried out on a batteryspectrometer setup similar to the one in Figure 3-1. A 5 cm2 cell with one layer of
pretreated Nafion 211 and one layer of SGL 10AA electrode (400μm, 25% compression)
on each side was used as the battery. The battery initially contained 100 mL 1 mol∙dm-3
V3+ / 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate solution on negative electrode and 100 mL 1 mol∙dm-3 V4+ / 5
mol∙dm-3 solution on positive electrode, with 0% beginning state of charge. The battery
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was operated in a chronoamperometry cycling test with the following procedure: 5 hours
constant voltage charging at 1.8 V; 1 hour open circuit voltage; 5 hours constant voltage
discharging at 1.0 V; 1 hour open circuit voltage. The spectrum of the negative
electrolyte was recorded by the spectrometer with the in-line flow cell.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Negative Electrolyte In-Line Spectrum

The spectrum of the negative electrolyte can directly reflect the state of charge
variation during battery operation. The UV-Vis spectra of negative electrolyte at SoC 0 to
100% are presented in Figure 3-2. Clearly, at SoC=0 or SoC=100%, the spectrum of the
negative electrolyte is a spectrum with obvious V3+ or V2+ characteristic peaks at 620 nm
and 430 nm or 580 nm and 430 nm. At state of charge between 0% and 100%, the
negative electrolyte spectrum varies linearly from the spectrum of V3+ or V2+. This
characteristic variation suggests that the spectrum of negative electrolyte at a given SoC
is an additive combination of the spectra at 0 and 100% SoC, or a function proportional
to V3+/V2+ composition in solution. This dependence provides a potential method to
indicate negative electrolyte state of charge by its UV-Vis spectrum analysis.
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Figure 3–2. The UV-Vis spectra of negative electrolyte solution (with 1 mol∙dm-3 V2+/V3+
and 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate) at different states of charge. The spectra were taken on a flow cell
with 1mm light path length.

In Figure 3-2, there are three isosbestic points at 485nm, 720 nm and 553 nm, where
these spectra intersect at these three points for all states of charge. The spectrum in the
vicinity of these isopiestic points changes linearly with SoC change. In addition, there is a
characteristic peak at 433 nm for both V3+ and V2+, but of different magnitudes. This
feature can also be used as V3+/V2+ relative composition gauge to monitor the state of
charge in negative electrolyte. In Figure 3-3, absorbance of negative electrolyte at 433,
600, 750 nm is presented as a function of state of charge in the solution. Clearly, the
absorbance at these wavelengths is a linear function of SoC of negative electrolyte. This
observation is consistent with observation reported in literature.177 The linear dependence
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of absorbance on the chosen wavelength suggests that it can be easily used as SoC gauge
for negative electrolyte solution during battery operation. The state of charge can be fitted
as a linear function of the absorbance at selected wavelengths:
(3-1)
The fitted parameters are listed in Table 3-1.

Figure 3–3. The absorbance of V2+/V3+ mixing electrolyte with 1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ in 5
mol∙dm-3 sulfate in flow cell (1mm) at 433nm, 600 nm and 750 nm. The strength of
absorption at these wavelengths is mostly proportional to electrolyte’s state of charge.
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Table 3-1. The parameters of the curve fitting for absorbance as a linear function of state
of charge in negative electrolyte.

Wavelength nm

k

n

750

18.5

-0.74

600

-6.62

2.65

433

-4.85

1.75

3.3.2 Positive Electrolyte UV-Vis Spectra Study

Excess absorbance can be produced by the coexistence of V4+ and V5+ in the acidic
environment. In Figure 3-4, the spectra during the charging of 1 mol∙dm-3 V4+ and 5
mol∙dm-3 sulfate electrolyte solution in an operating flow battery were presented. The
spectrum of positive electrolyte is not proportional to the vanadium composition in
positive vanadium electrolyte. Most of the UV-Vis absorbance of the positive electrolyte
with an intermediate SoC, especially 500 to 800 nm, is substantially higher than the
absorbance of individual vanadium valence state. The nonlinear spectral response to
V4+/V5+ composition changes suggests there is an interaction between V4+ and V5+ in the
electrolyte environment.
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Figure 3–4. The UV-Vis spectra variation with state of charge change is not proportional
to the V4+/V5+ composition in the positive electrolyte solution. The excess absorbance
happens when V4+ and V5+ coexist.

The increased UV-Vis absorption of V4+/V5+ interaction was repeated in ex-situ
electrospectrometry experiment. In Figure 3-5, the vanadium spectra were taken during
reduction of 80 μL 0.5 mol∙dm-3 V4+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate electrolyte solution in the
UV-Vis electrochemical cell. By comparing the spectra change in the in-line
measurement and electrospectrometry measurement, it is obvious that the excess
absorbance of intermediate SoC is lower than that in in-line measurement. The
absorbance relative magnitude difference between these two measurements can be caused
by the total vanadium concentration difference.
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Figure 3–5. The V5+ reduction spectra variation in electrospectrometry measurement. The
electrolyte was 80 μL 0.5 mol∙dm-3 V4+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate solution. The lightpath
length was 1 mm.

A third vanadium ion species (

) can be formed by the coexistence of V4+/V5+

in acidic environment, leading strong excess UV-Vis absorption.

has been proved

to exist in acidic environment by UV-Vis spectroscopy and later with vanadium-51
NMR,195,196 formed by one V4+ and one V5+. To separate the absorbance of

from

the total absorbance of electrolyte solution, the excess absorbance of 0.5 mol∙dm-3
V4+/V5+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate electrolyte in an electrospectrometry test was calculated
according to the definition and shown in Figure 3-6:
(
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)

(3-2)

Here
and

is the excess absorbance of V4+/V5+ electrolyte at intermediate SoC;
are the absorbances at SoC=0 and SoC=1, representing the electrolyte spectra

with all V4+ or V5+. The curve pattern of excess absorbance of the V4+ and V5+mixing
electrolyte has an obvious parabolic character with the maximum excess absorbance
around SoC=0.5. The parabolic dependence of excess absorbance on SoC is consistent
with that has been reported by Blanc et al.195

Figure 3–6. At 600 and 760 nm, the excess absorbance of 0.5 mol∙dm-3 V4+/V5+ and 5
mol∙dm-3 sulfate electrolytes is dependent on its state of charge as a parabolic function.

3.3.3 The equilibrium of V4+-V5+-

in positive electrolyte

To quantitatively investigate the equilibrium of V4+-V5+-

system in the

positive electrolyte, the spectra of a series of positive electrolyte solutions with different
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total vanadium concentrations and state of charge were measured by UV-Vis
spectrometer. In positive electrolyte with 0.08 to 1.2 mol∙dm-3 total vanadium
concentration, the normalized excess absorbance, or molar excess absorption coefficient,
at 600 nm and 760 nm are respectively presented in Figure 3-7. The normalized
excess absorbance has an analogous definition to molar absorption coefficient:

(3-3)

Here,

is total vanadium concentration in solution, equals

L is the

path length of the cuvette. Clearly, after concentration and path length correction, the
excess absorbance strength is highly consistent with the overall vanadium concentration
of the solution. This consistency suggests that the existence of

is prompted by the

concentrated vanadium. The strength of excess absorbance is closely dependent on SoC
in a parabolic function.
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Figure 3–7. The normalized excess absorbance in V4+/V5+electrolyte solution with 1
mol∙dm-3 Vx+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate. The strength of excess absorbance is consistent
with total vanadium concentration in solution.
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To clarify the equilibrium among V4+, V5+ and

and the equilibrium’s

influence on the UV-Vis absorption of the positive electrolyte, we combine chemical
equilibrium to spectrum analysis to conduct a modeling analysis. This work was partially
inspired by work of Gao et al.193, but more thorough analysis was conducted to obtain
balance with V4+ and V5+ and its molar absorbance

equilibrium constant for
spectrum. Since

is the most significant vanadium complex ion in the

system,193,195,196 it is assumed that V4+, V5+,

are the only vanadium ions existing in

the system. During coexistence of V4+ and V5+,

forms instantly, so that the ionic

system was always in balance during spectroscopic measurement:
(3-4)
The balance V4+, V5+ and

can be described by the first order equilibrium through

the equilibrium constant:

(3-5)

By considering the vanadium balance during battery operation:
(

{

)

After solving equation 3-5 and 3-6, the concentration of

{(

)

√(
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(3-6)

can be calculated:

)

(

)}

(3-7)

In equation 3-7, the concentration of

is directly determined by the total

vanadium concentration in electrolyte and its state of charge, as is demonstrated in Figure
3-7. To ease future mathematical derivation, equation 3-7 can be simplified by defining
:

{

(

√

)}

(3-8)

The overall absorbance of positive electrolyte solution consists of absorbance of
and

,

:
(3-9)

According to the definition of excess absorbance, equation 3-2 can be expressed in a
more precise formula:
(
and

)

are molar absorption coefficient arrays of

(3-10)
and

. The excess

absorbance can also be broken down into effects of individual vanadium ion species, by
combining 3-9 and 3-10:
(

)

(

{
}
{
}
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)

(

)

(3-11)
(3-12)

Here, it is clear that the strength of excess absorbance is dependent on light-path length
and concentration in the Beer-Lambert law. By introducing

, equation 3-8, into

equation 3-12, the excess absorbance is correlated to total vanadium concentration and
state of charge:

{

(

√
{

)}
(

√

By fitting the spectral data in Matlab,

(3-13)
)}

(3-14)

and K can be calculated from the

normalized excess absorption data for positive electrolyte solution at various vanadium
concentration and SoC. For vanadium equilibrium in equation 3-4, the calculated
equilibrium constant K is 0.379 dm-3∙mol.

is presented in Figure 3-8(a), and

accordingly corrected with

and presented in 3-8(b). The absorption

strength of

and

is an order of magnitude higher than that of

absorption coefficient of

and

is

. The

at its absorption peak at 765nm is 1.7 L∙mol-1∙mm-1, while

has no significant absorption with 500 to 1000 nm region which is the wavelength
range most excess absorption takes place.
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Figure 3–8. (a) The molar excess absorption coefficient of V4+/V5+ mixed electrolyte,
in V4+/V5+ mixed electrolyte,

and (b) molar absorption coefficient of

. The

electrolyte condition is 0.08 to 1.2 mol∙dm-3 V4+/V5+ and 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate/bisulfate.
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;

3.3.4 SoC of Positive Electrolyte Estimation by UV-Vis Spectrum

The state of charge of positive electrolyte can be determined by its spectrum. The
overall absorbance of positive electrolyte consists of absorbance of V4+ and V5+ and
in the solution, as is presented in equation 3-15.
(

)

(3-15)

By introducing equation 3-13, the total absorbance can be expressed in a more
detailed pattern:

(

√

{

)}

(

)

(3-16)

Then, 3-16 can be simplified as:
(

(

√

)

)

To simplify the solution of equation 4-17, it is defined that

(3-17)

.

Then a concise version of 3-17 is obtained:
(

√

)

Then SoC can directly be calculated by solving equation 3-18:
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(

)

(3-18)

⁄

(

)

{[

(

)]
{(

(
)

) [(

)

]}

}

(3-19)
By solving eq. 3-19, the state of charge in positive electrolyte can be calculated from
the UV-Vis absorbance of the electrolyte (included in variable D in eq. 3-19) and the
overall literal concentration of V4+/V5+ couple (included in variable B). The SoC
calculated from the absorbance data at 765 nm in electrolytes at different overall
vanadium concentrations is presented in Figure 3-9. Due to the parabolic response of the
absorbance to SoC, eq. 3-19 can give two roots for SoC to a given absorbance. One of
these two roots is physically meaningless, because the absorbance is a function of SoC.
For low vanadium concentration in the positive electrolyte (0.08 mol∙dm-3), one root of
eq. 3-19 (b) is highly consistent with the state of charge, and the other root is entirely
negative which is of no physical meaning in this discussion. Then the state of charge in
positive electrolyte can be simply calculated by 3-19 (b) from absorbance and total
vanadium concentration at this vanadium concentration. For higher concentration, the
roots from eq. 3-19 (a) and (b) can intersect at an intermediate SoC. The intersection
suggests that neither eq.3-19 (a) nor (b) can solely provide a complete solution for state
of charge. But parts of roots of eq. 3-19 (a) and (b) can respectively provide two parts of
an accurate solution for SoC. The root of eq. 3-19 (a) is good at low SoC, while root of eq.
3-19 (a) is good to match actual SoC on the higher end. Accordingly lower SoC part in
roots of 3-19 (a) adjunct higher SoC part in roots of 3-19 (b) can make up a complete
match to SoC. The solution of eq. 3-19 provides a very accurate solution for state of
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charge in the positive electrolyte from its UV-Vis absorbance. However, due to the dual
roots of eq. 3-19, a more sophisticated method is needed to rule out the physically
meaningless root. The high match of a root of eq. 3-19 to the real SoC suggests the
analysis conducted in this section is valid with the assumptions and calculation approach.
is produced by the coexistence of V4+/V5+ couple, and their balance obeys the first
order equilibrium in eq. 3-4.
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Figure 3–9. The SoC calculated from positive electrolyte total absorbance data at 765 nm
wavelength with eq. 3-19. The state of charge can be directly calculated from the
electrolyte absorbance spectrum and the total vanadium concentration. However, the
calculation must be combined with some other method to rule out the imaginary root.
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3.3.5 The Spectroscopic Monitoring On Negative Electrolyte Capacity Loss

The electrolyte imbalance can be monitored by UV-Vis spectrometer. By using a
thin membrane, Nafion 211, the capacity decay in VRFB was effectively accelerated in
the chronoamperometry cycling test. By setting the battery to operate between 1.0 to 1.8
V, the battery was expected to cycle within the SoC range 0 to 100%. As is presented in
Figure 3-10, 75% of the original charging capacity and 82% of the discharging capacity
decayed in 20 cycles (240 hours). Correspondingly, the state or charge fade in the
negative electrolyte can be reflected by its UV-Vis absorbance. In Figure 3-11, after
charging, the UV-Vis absorbance of the negative electrolyte at 433 and 600 nm increased
significantly during the cycling test. According to the observation of the negative SoC
monitoring, the increased absorbance at these two wavelengths means that decreased SoC
in the negative electrolyte had been achieved by charging. This is obvious evidence of
vanadium imbalance: the capacity of the positive electrolyte faded, leading to limited V4+
availability to store charge. Meanwhile, abundant V3+ was collected in the negative
electrolyte, reflected by the decreased SoC of the negative electrolyte after charging. The
vanadium imbalance should be caused by both vanadium diffusion and migration. Due to
the voltage across the battery, vanadium migration can happen constantly across the
separator to transport V4+ and V5+ into negative electrolyte to generate a large amount of
V3+.
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Figure 3–10. The charging and discharging capacity decay over 20 charging-discharging
cycles. Capacity loss and low coulombic efficiency were both worsened by thin
membrane utilization.
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Figure 3–11. The UV-Vis absorbance of negative electrolyte after charging during the
cycling test. The increased absorbance of electrolyte indicates lowered state of charge
after charging.
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3.4 Summary
The UV-Vis provides a powerful tool to explore the operation of the vanadium
redox flow battery. Both negative and positive electrolyte state of charge can be
determined by their UV-Vis spectrum. The state of charge in the negative electrolyte can
be directly calculated from its UV-Vis absorbance. For the positive electrolyte, due to the
existence of the complex ion

, its state of charge cannot be directly estimated from

its UV-Vis spectrum by isosbestic analysis. However, the characteristic spectrum of
was successfully separated from the spectrum of V4+/V5+ mixed electrolyte
solution. The state of charge can be calculated from the absorbance spectrum of V 4+/V5+
mixed electrolyte by incorporating V4+-V5+-

equilibrium. The UV-Vis technique

can also be utilized to conduct vanadium transport analysis to diagnose the factors for
battery capacity loss.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPOSITION AND CONDUCTIVITY OF MEMBRANES EQUILIBRATED
WITH SOLUTIONS OF SULFURIC ACID AND VANADYL SULFATE

4.1 Introduction

Cation exchange membranes, such as Nafion, are widely used in proton exchange
membrane fuel cells, which have a similar cell structure to the VRFB cell.17,25,28,83 Nafion
and other perfluorosulfonic acid polymers exhibit high conductivity when they are well
hydrated and possess excellent chemical and mechanical stability. Nafion has also been
introduced into the VRFB system as an electrolyte separator. However, reports in the
literature suggest an area specific resistance, or ASR of 0.5 to 6 Ω∙cm2 in VRB cell, in
contrast to typical ASR values of 0.05~0.18 Ω∙cm2 with Nafion in PEMFC.27,33,44,198,199
While much of this can be ascribed to contact resistance and aspects of cell design,33 the
membrane resistance must also be considered.
Recently, significant VRFB performance improvement has been achieved using a
zero-gap battery cell design in combination with Nafion membranes.28,33,34,49 A maximum
limiting current density, 994mA∙cm-2 was reported on a battery using a Nafion 115
membrane, accompanied by areal specific resistance of 399-467mΩ∙cm2.49 In this cell,
the membrane is the primary source of ASR. Such a high internal resistance significantly
limits battery performance at high current density; this ASR entails voltage losses of
roughly 400 to 500 mV at 1 A∙cm-2.28
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In a VRFB, the membrane is exposed to a much more complicated working
environment than that in a PEMFC. During battery operation, the membrane is directly
exposed to electrolyte solutions that contain sulfuric acid and vanadium ions concentrated
at 1 mol∙dm-3 level. For Nafion, this is substantially higher than the effective anion
concentration range for anion equilibrium dominated by Donnan-exclusion, generally 0.1
mol∙dm-3 level or lower.200,201 In such an equilibrium, anion can be effectively kept out of
membrane by electrostatic force from negatively charged sulfonate, as referred Donnanexclusion.202 Thus all of the electrolyte species can enter the nanopores in the membrane
and can alter the microenvironment for proton and cation transport.31,200,203 Furthermore,
the electrolyte composition ensures ‘concentrated solution’ behavior, and thus a complex
transport regime and a situation in which the activity coefficients of all species, including
water, vary substantially. Clearly, we must quantitatively describe the uptake of species
into the membrane and, eventually, how this depends on membrane composition as well
as how it affects transport.
Though there are several ‘practical’ studies of the properties of membranes in the
presence of VRB electrolyte components, those studies fail to identify and isolate critical
contributors to observable membrane performance. Furthermore, there is not an extensive
body of literature describing the behavior of ion exchange membranes under conditions
of exposure to high acid or transition metal ion concentration. Some literature regarding
the influence of the presence of acid on membrane performance has been published in the
context of PEMFC performance. Verbrugge et al. studied the impact of sulfuric acid on
Nafion properties experimentally and mathematically.204,205 With exposure to sulfuric
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acid solution, Nafion can suffer remarkable de-swelling and, it is proposed, ionic cluster
channel compression, leading to lowered membrane porosity. Acid uptake by membranes
can also contribute to significant water loss with equilibration in concentrated sulfuric
acid solution. The influence of temperature on Nafion’s ionic transport properties was
also investigated in a similar experimental and theoretical framework.206 The transport
behavior of different acids in Nafion and other alternative membranes has been studied
by several groups.200,201,203,207 Although acid uptake and dissociation in Nafion can be
significant enough to influence its conductivity, the anion transference number was no
more than 0.016 when the external equilibrating sulfuric acid concentration was elevated
to 4 mol∙dm-3.200 In addition, phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid dissociation can be
constrained in membrane nanopores because of the presence of sulfonic acid groups and
limited amount of water. Lawton et al. found vanadyl diffusivity in Nafion to be
controlled by the sulfuric acid concentration in electrolyte solutions.32
Due to the slow motion of metal cations in Nafion membranes, cationic
contaminants can severely affect transport properties, reducing membrane conductivity
even under well hydrated conditions.208–212 Membrane sulfonic acid groups demonstrated
a high preference to interact with some cations other than protons,212 and cationic
occupancy on sulfonates can result in a reduced proton concentration. Some transition
metal ions, such as Fe3+, lower proton mobility by an unknown interaction with
protons.212 Nevertheless, water is the most important mediator for proton transport in
sulfonated membranes.84,85 Equilibration in dilute acid with some cations, such as
,

,

and

, can cause water content loss in Nafion, because their
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hydration energy is lower than that of a proton.209–211,213,214 All these observations cited
above are helpful for understanding proton exchange membrane performance in
vanadium redox flow batteries, but a definitive understanding of membrane-electrolyte
interactions in VRFBs is still not available.
To provide a solid basis in physical principles for membrane development in redox
flow batteries, we have undertaken a systematic study of composition and transport in
membranes exposed to the environment of the VRFB. Here, a study of uptake behavior of
vanadium/sulfuric acid electrolyte solutions in Nafion is reported, as well as the influence
of bathing solution composition on membrane conductivity. The dependence of the
sulfuric acid and vanadyl ion uptake by the membrane on electrolyte solution condition is
described. A correlation between Nafion conductivity and composition is built on a basis
of component and thermodynamic analysis. This work is partly based on previous reports
of thermodynamics of water uptake and conductivity in Nafion.31 Finally, the membrane
resistance upon equilibration in electrolyte solutions is also compared to the measured
internal resistance of several recently reported batteries.

4.2 Experiment

4.2.1 Membrane Preparation
Nafion 117 supplied by Ion Power Inc. was treated to obtain uniform initial
conditions prior to all experiments reported below. The as-received membrane was cut
into 1 5 cm strips. The as-received membranes were sequentially boiled in 3% hydrogen
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peroxide (Fisher Scientific), deionized water (Milli Q, 18.2 MΩ∙cm), 1 mol∙dm-3 sulfuric
acid and deionized (DI) water for at least 1 hour each step at 85C. The sulfuric acid was
prepared from 96% concentrated sulfuric acid (Alfa Aesar). After membrane
pretreatment, the membrane samples were stored in DI water for future use.

4.2.2 Sulfuric Acid Uptake Measurement
Before the water and sulfuric acid uptake and conductivity measurements, pretreated
membrane samples were soaked in sulfuric acid solutions with concentration ranging
from 0.5 to 17.4 mol∙kg-1 for 72 hours to achieve water and sulfuric acid equilibration at
room temperature (22C).

After equilibration with aqueous sulfuric acid solutions,

membrane samples were taken out of bathing solutions, liquid droplets were removed
from the surface with Kimwipes and the ‘soaked’ weight of membrane, m1, was
measured. This step was performed very quickly to avoid weight change caused by fast
water exchange between membrane and air. Here, m1 includes the mass of the dry
membrane, water and sulfuric acid. To remove imbibed sulfuric acid, the acidequilibrated membrane was boiled in DI water for at least 1 hour. The amount of acid
removed into the water was determined by titration with a Mettler Toledo DL 15 autotitrator using 0.01 mol∙dm-3 NaOH aqueous titrant. The weight of the dry membrane was
determined by measuring the membrane weight after dehydration in a vacuum oven at
90C for at least 3 hours after boiling in DI water. Water weight inside the membrane
then can be calculated by subtracting weights of sulfuric acid and membrane from m1:
(4-1)
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4.2.3 Membrane Density Measurement
The membrane density was measured using a Micromeritics AccuPyc 1340
pycnometer and Sartorius CPA224s analytical balance. The principle of this method is
reported in literature in more detail.215 Before the density measurement, the membrane
was soaked in electrolyte solution with the same protocol mentioned in membrane uptake
measurement section. Sample weight was measured using the analytical balance
immediately after emersion and surface liquid removal. The volume of the membrane
sample was measured using a pycnometer with helium. Sample density was calculated by
using the measured sample volume and sample weight.

4.2.4 Vanadyl Uptake Measurement
The sample equilibrating method applied to vanadium uptake measurements was
identical to that used for the acid uptake measurement. Pretreated membrane samples
were equilibrated in VOSO4/H2SO4 solutions with 0.1 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate/bisulfate
concentration. We expect that 0.1 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate and bisulfate concentration is
low enough to prevent substantial anion uptake given the Donnan potential effect in
Nafion202. After solution equilibration, the membrane was removed, blotted and weighed.
Then the membrane was immersed into 20 mL 3% (v/v) nitric acid to extract vanadyl
ions for no less than 72 hours. The vanadyl content in nitric acid was measured using a
Perkin Elmer 2100DV inductively couple plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICPOES) relative to vanadium calibration standards (Ricca Chemical). After nitric acid
soaking, the membrane was boiled in DI water to remove all residual vanadyl and acid.
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The membrane weight was measured after at least 3 hours dehydration in a vacuum oven
at 90C. Water content in the membrane can be calculated as above. To illustrate
vanadyl’s relative concentration in the membrane or solution phase, its content fraction is
expressed as

(

)
(

)

or (

)⁄ (

).

4.2.5 Concentrated Vanadium/Sulfuric Acid Solution Preparation
Concentrated vanadium/sulfuric acid solutions were used to simulate the electrolyte
solution environment for the membrane in a vanadium redox flow battery. 1 mol∙dm-3
and 5 mol∙dm-3

solution was first made from

sulfuric acid supplied by (Alfa Aesar).
electrolysis of 1 mol∙dm-3

and 5 mol∙dm-3

and

powder and 96%
solutions were prepared by

solution with a 5 cm2 battery setup

and method described in chapter 2.33

4.2.6 Membrane Conductivity Measurement
Membrane resistance was measured on a four electrode conductivity cell by
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy with a Bio-Logic SP200 potentiostat. The same
membrane equilibration strategy as above was used in conductivity sample preparation
before conductivity measurement. After wiping liquid droplets from the surface, each
membrane sample was mounted onto the four-point conductivity cell. The EIS spectrum
of the equilibrated membrane was taken from 200 kHz to 1 Hz with a 30 mV potential
amplitude at 22°C. The membrane resistance between two sense electrodes was
determined from the high frequency intercept of the impedance curve with the real
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impedance axis in a Nyquist plot. Membrane conductivity was calculated from measured
membrane resistance and the length between the two sense electrodes:

(4-2)

R is the measured membrane resistance between two electrodes; L is the distance between
the electrodes; W and δ are width and thickness of the membrane sample, respectively
measured by a Fisher Scientific digital caliper and Mitutoyo 543-696 micrometer after
impedance taking.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Acid-Water Equilibrium in Nafion
As is shown in Figure 4-1, the presence of a high concentration of sulfuric acid in
the bathing electrolyte solution causes significant reduction in membrane water content.
This is caused by several factors. In aqueous sulfuric acid solution, the water
concentration and activity are reduced as acid concentration increases. The water content
of Nafion as parameterized by

(

)⁄ (

), is known to depend on the water

activity with equilibration in water vapor.84,214 Upon equilibration with aqueous sulfuric
acid, the water content in Nafion shows a dependence on water activity similar to that
observed with water vapor equilibration, though the data for the solution equilibration
shows a systematically larger magnitude of

(Figure 4-2). Considering the presence of

sulfuric acid in the membrane, another water content indicator λ′ can be defined as
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(

) ( (

)

(

)) based on the total amount of sulfonic acid group

and sulfuric acid. By incorporating the sulfuric acid content in the membrane into the
determination of

, the water content in Nafion with sulfuric acid equilibration is much

closer to the -aw relation in water vapor equilibrated Nafion. That suggests that sulfuric
acid and the sulfonic acid group have similar hydration behavior in the ionic clusters,
channels and/or pores of the membrane. The inflated water content in the membrane was
brought up by water associated with sulfuric acid. In both water vapor and sulfuric acid
equilibrations, two distinct regions of water uptake can be observed, discriminated by an
activity less or greater than approximately 0.8. When water activity is below 0.8,
membrane water content is roughly linearly proportional to water activity. Once water
activity exceeds 0.8, substantial increase in the water uptake per fractional increase in
activity occurs in the membrane. In general, the water uptake at low water activity is
usually associated with water of hydration of fixed acid sites in the membrane216. At high
water activity, the chemical energy provided is sufficient to partly overcome the restoring
force associated with the polymer matrix, resulting in extra membrane swelling
associated with micropore expansion84. Within water activity range 0<awater <1, water
content difference between acid equilibrated membrane and water vapor equilibrated
membrane might be attributed to Schroeder’s paradox, based on the experimental
observation that polymers take up less water from water vapor than liquid phase.217,218
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Figure 4–1. Water and sulfuric acid uptake by Nafion 117 in aqueous sulfuric acid
solutions within concentration range from 0 to 17.4 mol∙kg-1. Acid existence can lead
lowered water content in Nafion, and propel sulfuric acid overcome Donnan potential to
enter membrane’s ionic domain.
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Figure 4–2. Water uptake in Nafion 117 vs. water activity in equilibrium between
membrane and sulfuric acid solution. The water content dependence on water activity in
sulfuric acid is very similar to that in water vapor.84,214

In Figure 4-1, the acid uptake in Nafion 117 shows very different response to acid
concentration variation when equilibrating acid molality is above or below 9 mol∙kg-1.
The acid content in Nafion is roughly linearly dependent on acid concentration for acid
concentrations lower than 9 mol∙kg-1. In this concentration range, the acid uptake by the
membrane is simply dominated by the acid concentration difference between the solution
phase and membrane phase. Once acid concentration exceeds 9 mol∙kg-1, acid content in
the membrane slightly decreases with increasing solution acid concentration. However,
this may be an artifact of the way the data are represented in Figure 4-2. As shown in
Figure 4-3, the ratio of acid to water content in the membrane, i.e. the sulfuric acid
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molality inside the membrane, is proportional to the acid concentration in the
equilibrating solution. Sulfuric acid molality inside membrane is calculated from uptake
data in Figure 4-1:
(
(

)
)

(4-3)

This suggests that the solution is simply imbibed into the membrane, albeit with
some degree of exclusion of acid. Although the acid concentrations used in this research
are mostly beyond the concentration limit of Donnan exclusion, fixed sulfonic acid
groups still create a barrier to uptake of sulfuric acid or sulfate anions, thereby lowering
their content inside membrane. A concentration ratio about 1 to 2.5 was observed
between sulfuric acid concentrations inside the membrane compared to that in solution.
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Figure 4–3. Sulfuric acid concentration in the membrane versus sulfuric acid
concentration in bathing solution. The ratio of membrane sulfuric acid to environmental
sulfuric acid is roughly 1:2.5.

4.3.2 Nafion Density After Sulfuric Acid Equilibration
Analysis on membrane density after sulfuric acid soaking illustrates that Nafion
suffers severe deswelling while being exposed to concentrated acid environment. The
density measurement results in Figure 4-4 clearly show a monotonic increasing in density
upon equilibration with increasingly concentrated sulfuric acid. The measured density of
dehydrated Nafion 117 was 2.10

g∙cm-3. Verbrugge and Hill suggested that Nafion

117’s porosity can decrease from 30% to 15% upon equilibration with sulfuric acid over
the concentration range 0.001 to 10 mol∙dm-3 by experiment 204. The porosity is calculated
by:
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(4-4)

Where

and

are membrane volume per mole of sulfonic acid group,

respectively in sulfuric acid equilibrated state and dehydrated state in proton form.

is

calculated from water and acid contents in membrane and measured membrane density,
by:
)⁄

(

(4-5)

The calculated Nafion porosity is presented in Figure 4-4 as well, showing a good
agreement in general trend over the acid concentration range with porosity reported in
reference.204 The porosity loss in Nafion after being exposed to acidic solution illustrates
that acidic environment can lead significant deswelling on Nafion. The internal pore
space reduction in concentrated acid is also coincident with the species uptake reduction
discussed above.
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Figure 4–4. Measured density and calculated porosity of Nafion 117 with respect to
sulfuric acid concentration in bathing solution. The declining density dependence on acid
concentration in solution is indicating membrane deswells in acid solution.

4.3.3 VO2+ Partitioning in Nafion
VO2+ and water uptake for membranes exposed to vanadium/acid solutions are
shown in Figure 4-5. In this experiment, the total sulfate concentration was maintained at
0.1 mol∙dm-3 and the vanadium to proton mole fraction was varied. The water content in
the membrane was not strongly related to the vanadium concentration in the equilibrating
solutions. Neither vanadyl nor sulfuric acid concentration was high enough to reduce
water activity in the equilibrium. The high water activity in the membrane results in high
and fairly constant water content in the equilibrated membrane with varying
vanadyl/sulfate fraction. The vanadyl fraction in the membrane phase was typically
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higher than its fraction in the solution phase, i.e. vanadyl preferentially was taken into the
membrane relative to protons. The membrane has a stronger affinity to vanadyl most
likely because vanadyl is a divalent ion which can have a stronger electrostatic attraction
with sulfonic acid group than a monovalent ion. Although it has been proved that several
factors more than ionic valence can influence ion partitioning in Nafion219–221, especially
when high surface charge density monovalent ion exists in system, the vanadyl/proton
partitioning observed in this study behaved more similar to the partitioning competition
between low surface charge density monovalent ion and divalent, such as Li+/Ni2+ pair in
reference 220. The surprise here is the lack of a concomitant decrease in the water content
expected if the vanadyl is strongly ion pairing with the sulfonate211,212. Nafion’s
hydration level highly relies on the hydration energy of the cation209,214. Since the
vanadium atom in a vanadyl-aqua complex has +4 valence, its electrostatic attraction to
water molecules should be stronger than cations with lower valence to maintain a more
stable water shell over the entire vanadyl content range.
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Figure 4–5. Water and vanadyl content in Nafion 117 equilibrated with vanadyl
sulfate/sulfuric acid solutions of 0.1 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate background. Vanadyl presence
in membrane has barely effect on membrane’s water content; Vanadyl is preferred by
sulfonate to proton in Nafion.

In the real battery environment, other oxidation states, including V3+, also can enter
the membrane and bond to sulfonic acid groups, possibly with an even stronger
electrostatic attractive force because of their high charge. Further investigation of the
partitioning competition among vanadium ions and proton is needed but that is beyond
the scope of the present work, which focuses on vanadyl ions.
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4.3.4 Sulfuric Acid Influence on Nafion Conductivity
The conductivity of the membrane as a function of concentration of bathing sulfuric
acid solution is shown in Figure 4-6. The data shows a change in conductivity behavior
between low and high acid concentrations. The membrane conductivity enhancement or
reduction can be considered as a trade-off between proton concentration increase and
proton mobility loss caused by acid presence in environment. In membrane, the sulfuric
acid can provide excess protons by its ionization, while it also reduces membrane’s water
content.

Figure 4–6. Sulfuric acid presence in equilibrium can enhance membrane’s conductivity
when sulfuric acid is no more concentrated than 5 mol∙kg-1 in environment; Acid can
reduce membrane’s conductivity when its concentration is over 5 mol∙kg-1 in equilibrium.
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To qualitatively analyze the impact of sulfuric acid uptake on proton concentration
and mobility in the membrane, a model was developed based on measured Nafion uptake
and conductivity results. In sulfuric acid solutions with concentration up to 40 mol∙kg-1,
all sulfuric acid molecules in solution can complete their first dissociation222,223. Sulfonic
acid groups in Nafion also have been shown to be dissociated even at low hydration
level216,224.

We propose a simple model of Nafion conductivity with sulfuric acid

equilibrium under the assumption that all sulfonic acid groups dissociate and sulfuric acid
molecules accomplish their first dissociation. By assuming a bisulfate dissociation
constant (pKa,2) of 2,225 it is straightforward to balance proton, bisulfate and sulfate in a
dissociation equilibrium:
(

)⁄ (

) (

)

(4-6)

The total concentration of bisulfate and sulfate equals the measured concentration of
sulfuric acid in the membrane:
(

)

(

)

(

)

(4-7)

The membrane proton concentration is balanced by ionic electrical neutrality inside the
membrane:
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(4-8)

By solving equations 4-6 to 4-8, the proton content in the membrane is proved to be equal
to the total amount of sulfonic acid group and imbibed sulfuric acid. Dissociated sulfuric
acid in the membrane is able to provide abundant additional protons for carrying charge.
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Extra protons in the membrane are overwhelmingly generated by sulfuric acid molecule
ionization rather than dissociation of bisulfate, because bisulfate’s dissociation is
completely suppressed by the high proton concentration from ionization of both sulfuric
acid molecules and sulfonic acid groups. Combining the density and uptake
measurements presented above, the actual sulfonate concentration can be calculated and
proton concentration can be derived:
(
(

(
(

(

)
)

)
(

(

)
)

)
)

(4-9)

(4-10)

The proton mobility can be precisely estimated from membrane conductivity and the
calculated proton concentration in the membrane, by assuming that bisulfate contribution
is trivial to the membrane conductivity. Based on previous findings in the literature, the
anion transference number is extremely low compared to that of the proton.200,201
Accordingly, our assumption is safe and proton mobility can be determined by the
relation:
(4-11)
The calculated proton concentration and mobility with respect to the bathing sulfuric
acid concentration are presented in Figure 4-7. A significant amount of excess protons in
the membrane can be generated by sulfuric acid molecule dissociation, while the proton
mobility appears to be drastically reduced. Since the first dissociation of sulfuric acid
dominates excess proton generation, excess proton concentration is proportional to acid
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uptake. The peak in membrane conductivity observed in Figure 4-6 is thus a consequence
of the simultaneous increase in proton availability combined with the corresponding
decrease in proton mobility.

Figure 4–7. Calculated proton concentration and mobility are presented as functions of
sulfuric acid concentration in bathing solution. By being exposed to acidic environment,
membrane can gain an elevated proton concentration, but loss proton mobility. The two
factors contribute comprehensively to enhanced or lowered membrane conductivity.

Proton mobility in Nafion is highly dependent on water content. Water is the most
important proton transport mediator in acid equilibrated membrane as well as hydrated
Nafion.84,85,226 In the presence of sulfuric acid, proton mobility increases with membrane
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water content in two different regimes, demarcated by = 12 (Figure 4-8). The turning
point of proton mobility dependence on water content at λ′=12 suggests that the
membrane, sulfuric acid and water reach a critical equilibrium for proton transport at this
point. At this equilibrium, water is present in a favorable quantity amount to facilitate
effectively the proton transport. At this level of water content, proton transport in Nafion
is benefitted by Grotthus mechanism that can provide relatively fast proton diffusion
across the water network.84,226 Although the membrane still suffers water loss when
λ′ >12, bisulfate could facilitate proton transfer by providing additional connection
among sulfonates. In these cases, proton mobility is not sensitive to modest water content
variations in membrane. Below the critical point, significant proton mobility loss is
caused by severe water-sulfuric acid content change. At low hydration level, the proton
‘hopping’ probability is further reduced because of lower water availability to serve as
proton transfer mediator. Facilitation from bisulfate can no longer enhance proton
mobility, or may even become an adverse effect. According to Lawton’s observations on
sulfuric acid influence on ion transport in Nafion and expectations based on classic
diffusion theory, ion transport can be slowed down due to increased solution viscosity
which is primarily contributed by sulfuric acid.32
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Figure 4–8. Proton mobility relies on water/acid content ration in two different ways. At
high water content, proton mobility is fairly constant; when water content is lower than
12 water molecules per acid, proton mobility decreases severely with decreasing water
content in a linear pattern.

In Figure 4-9, we show that proton mobility in acid-equilibrated membranes can be
represented by a power law dependence on water activity given by
. Water activity in the membrane is determined by the
sulfuric acid concentration with the activity-concentration relationship in aqueous
sulfuric acid solution recommended by Staples.227 With equilibration in water vapor,
membrane conductivity is a function of water activity.84,228,229 In the membrane-watersulfuric acid equilibrium, proton mobility dependence on water activity is similar to its
conductivity dependence on water activity with equilibration in water vapor. In both
cases, higher water activity can guarantee a larger quantity of water molecules that can
participate in proton transport.
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Figure 4–9. In the Nafion membrane, proton mobility depends on water activity
according to a power law,

. The mobility

dependence on water activity implies that proton transfer involves one to two water
molecules.

4.3.5 VO2+ Influence on Nafion Conductivity
The conductivity of Nafion was measured after membrane samples were
equilibrated in 0.1 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate solutions of different vanadyl/proton fractions
(Figure 4-10). Clearly, with increasing vanadyl fraction in the bathing solution and thus
the membrane, decreased conductivity suggests that vanadyl ion most likely has a
substantially lower mobility than the proton. Since the total concentration of sulfate and
bisulfate in this set of solutions was 0.1 mol∙dm-3, i.e. not high enough to overcome the
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Donnan potential of the membrane, only a trace amount of anion can get into the
membrane. Thus, the influence of sulfuric acid on membrane conductivity can be
neglected. As is presented in Figure 4-5, the water content of Nafion equilibrated with the
different acid-salt compositions was essentially constant. Therefore, water content
variation in the membrane should not be a factor influencing membrane conductivity. In
Figure 4-11, a strong decrease of membrane conductivity is observed upon vanadium
uptake into the membrane. Since the concentrations of vanadyl ions and protons in the
membrane are balanced by the number of sulfonic acid groups, uptake of vanadyl can
reduce the proton concentration. Because metallic cations have much lower mobility than
protons in fully hydrated Nafion, membranes containing cations generally have much
lower conductivity than unexchanged proton-form membranes.211,212 In Figure 4-11, the
measured membrane conductivity is obviously lower than the conductivity projected
from proton-form and fully exchanged vanadyl-form membrane conductivity based on a
linear interpolation with the assumption of fixed proton and vanadyl mobility. This
deviation suggests that there must be some interaction between protons and vanadyl ions
to slow their motion in the membrane.
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Figure 4–10. Conductivity of Nafion 117 equilibrated with vanadyl sulfate/sulfuric acid
solution with 0.1 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate background. The vanadyl has a decreasing effect
on Nafion’s conductivity.
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Figure 4–11. Measured conductivity for Nafion 117 with different vanadyl relative
concentration in Membrane in comparison with predicted conductivity from ionic
interaction model and fixed mobility model. The analysis illustrates that vanadyl has a
much slower motion than proton in transferring inside Nafion, and it can also slow down
proton’s transport in a linear relation of unrevealed mechanism.

To quantify the vanadyl ion influence on proton mobility and membrane
conductivity, a model was constructed based on an ionic interaction hypothesis. In our
system, since vanadyl-Nafion was as well hydrated as it was fully saturated by pure water,
we expect that the Grotthus mechanism dominates proton transport through the hydration
networks in ionic cluster channels. Some transition metals have been shown to interact
with protons in membranes causing proton mobility reductions without a significant
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change in the mobility of the metallic ion.212 To achieve a concise model, it is assumed
that vanadyl has a constant mobility while proton mobility is changed by vanadyl. Using
the Nernst-Einstein equation, the conductivity of Nafion in mixed vanadyl/proton form is
a function of mobility and concentration of vanadyl and proton in membrane:
(

)

(4-12)

is the membrane’s conductivity; F is the Faraday constant, 96500

Here,

C∙mol-1; z, c and u are the respective charge number, concentration and mobility of
proton and vanadyl. Because of electrical neutrality in membrane, proton and vanadyl
concentrations are balanced by the sulfonic acid group concentration in membrane, as
presented in eq.4-13:
(4-13)

To simplify our analysis process, we define proton and vanadyl relative
concentration

in

the

membrane

as

and

. Then eq.4-13 was reduced to

=1. With

definitions introduced, eq.4-12 can also be simplified as:
(

)

(4-14)

The sulfonic acid group concentration is estimated from the water-saturated Nafion
117 density and equivalent weight and water uptake:

=1.25 10-3

mol∙cm-3. Because the constant water content implies only minor membrane deswelling
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caused by vanadyl uptake, it is proper to assume a constant sulfonate concentration for
different proton/vanadyl ratios. Here, proton mobility loss is assumed to be proportional
to vanadyl concentration in membrane:
(4-15)

Where

is an undetermined coefficient and

is proton mobility in fully saturated H-

form Nafion. Its value is 8.79 10-4 cm2∙s-1∙V-1，calculated from water saturated Nafion
117 conductivity. By combining eq. 4-14, eq.4-15 can be derived as:
(

Then

and

)

(4-16)

can be calculated from the polynomial coefficients of quadratic

curve by fitting the left side of eq. 4-16 as a function of

. The quadratic curve was

fitted by least square polynomial fitting from measured conductivity-vanadyl content data
presented in Figure 4-11. The results are =8.04 10-4 cm2∙s-1∙V-1 and

=6.28 10-5

cm2∙s-1∙V-1. Compared to proton mobility in H-form Nafion, the vanadyl ion exhibits
more than 10 times slower mobility, comparable to mobility of Fe3+, 5.3 10-5 cm2∙s-1∙V1 212

.

In Figure 4-11, the predicted conductivity for Nafion 117 by the ionic interaction

model is in qualitative agreement with measured conductivity.
The agreement of modeled and experimental conductivity implies that there is a
decrease in proton mobility caused by the presence of the vanadyl ion in the membrane.
Proton mobility decreases in proportion to the vanadyl content inside the membrane. This
result is similar to the iron-proton interaction reported by Okada etc., although vanadyl
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does not lead to a water content loss in Nafion.212 As has been stated previously,212 the
cation-proton interaction is implemented through the cation constraint on water molecule
self-exchange to participate in proton hopping processes near the cation exchange site,
rather than direct cation-cation interaction. The vanadyl ion has a very stable hydration
shell, which seems to be maintained even in the presence of the anions of this system.
The strong constraint on water in the vanadyl-aqua complex can restrict coordinated
water motion and availability for proton hopping. By this means, the presence of vanadyl
ion promotes a higher barrier to proton transport than would be expected at the given
water content.

4.3.6 Nafion Conductivity in Practical Electrolyte Conditions
In Figure 4-12, the Nafion 117 conductivity after one-day equilibration in solutions
of 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate and varying vanadyl concentration is presented. This is a
typical composition of the VRB feed. With more concentrated acid in electrolyte solution,
the inhibitive effect of vanadyl on membrane conductivity was less than observed in a
low concentration measurement. Even though the concentration of vanadyl in the
equilibration solution increased from 0.25 to 1.75 mol∙dm-3, the Nafion conductivity only
decreased from 0.051 to 0.34 S∙cm-1. Only a 30% conductivity loss on Nafion 117 was
brought about by an increase of seven times the vanadyl concentration in these high
vanadyl/acid concentration solutions. In the lower concentration investigation described
above, membrane conductivity was reduced from 0.60 to 0.20 S∙cm-1, with the same
vanadyl/sulfate concentration ratio elevation. The conductivity reduction caused by the
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presence of vanadyl was partly inhibited by the presence of concentrated sulfuric acid in
the electrolyte solution. The lowered vanadyl uptake impact on Nafion’s conductivity
indicates that there is a more complicated situation for equilibrium amongst vanadyl,
sulfuric acid and sulfonic acid groups under these conditions of high concentrations of all
components, with a substantial effect of ion ‘competition’ for partitioning into the Nafion.

Figure 4–12. Nafion 117 conductivity upon equilibration in vanadyl sulfate/sulfuric acid
solutions of 0 to 1.75 mol∙dm-3 vanadyl in 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate background.

As a component of the measured internal resistances of non-gap battery system,
membrane resistance contributes significantly to battery internal resistance. The
equivalent areal specific resistance of a single layer Nafion 117 equilibrated with 1
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mol∙dm-3 vanadium / 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate with valence states of +3 to +5 was circa 0.37 to
0.40 Ω∙cm-2. Several measured internal areal specific resistances of non-gap architecture
batteries employing a single layer of Nafion 117 are also listed in Table 4-1, ranging from
0.5 to 0.687 Ω∙cm-2. The internal resistance of the battery cell reported here includes the
resistance of every cell component and contact resistance on respective interface. The
equivalent ASR of equilibrated Nafion 117, which is much higher than any other
contributor to IR loss, can be up to 50 to 80% of battery IR loss. To remedy this, we must
understand fully the implications of studies such as that described above.

Table 4-1. Conductivity and Equivalent ASR of Nafion 117 Equilibrated in
Vanadium/Sulfuric Acid Solutions with Comparison to Internal Resistance of Nafion 117
Installed Battery Systems.
Test Type

Electrolyte

Electrode
(compression)

Conductivity
S∙cm-1

ASR
ohm∙cm-2

Conductivity
test

5 mol∙dm-3 Sulfuric
acid

－

0.073

0.27

Conductivity
test

1 mol∙dm-3 V3+
5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate

－

0.055

0.37

Conductivity
test

1 mol∙dm-3 V4+
5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate

－

0.050

0.40

Conductivity
test

1 mol∙dm-3 V5+
5 mol∙dm-3 sulfate

－

0.054

0.37

Non-gap Battery

1 mol∙dm-3 Vx+
5 mol∙dm-3 Sulfate

Toray carbon paper
200μm (25%)

－

0.63~0.65

33

Non-gap Battery

1 mol∙dm-3Vx+
5 mol∙dm-3 Sulfate

SGL 10AA CP
400μm (19-25%)

－

0.5

34

Non-gap Battery

1 mol∙dm-3 VOSO4
5 mol∙dm-3 H2SO4

SGL 10AA CP
400μm (20%)

－

0.606~0.68
7
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As has been discussed above, electrolyte species in the vanadium redox flow battery
can affect Nafion properties as an electrolyte separator. The membrane conductivity can
be enhanced or reduced by sulfuric acid in electrolyte, depending on the surrounding
concentration. Vanadium ion in the electrolyte is another essential factor leading to
lowered Nafion conductivity in a VRFB. When vanadium displaces protons in the
membrane, conductivity can be reduced by both lowered proton concentration and
slowed proton motion. Vanadyl in an electrolyte with high acid concentration can also
enter membrane and cause conductivity reduction. We have conclusively shown that the
membrane can lose its conductivity upon exposure to concentrated electrolyte which is
necessary to improve battery energy density. Moreover, high membrane resistance also
decreases high battery efficiency, especially in the recently achieved high operating
current density.28 To optimize battery system performance, membrane performance and
electrolyte composition, or battery energy density should be well balanced in battery
design. Our observations also support new electrolyte separator development based on
cation exchange polymer membrane. Sulfuric acid and vanadium uptake should be
suppressed to keep high proton concentration and mobility to maintain conductivity in
future sulfonated polymer electrolyte separator.

4.4 Summary

The membrane-electrolyte equilibrium and its impact on ionic transport in Nafion
have been discussed. Uptake behavior of the membrane in contact with sulfuric acid is
comprehensively dependent on the equilibrium between sulfuric acid solution and
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membrane. From our sulfuric acid influence study, sulfuric acid is concentrated enough
to overcome Donnan exclusion to enter nanopores in the membrane. Low water activity
in membrane-electrolyte equilibrium can lead lowered membrane water content.
Membrane dehydration caused by low water activity in the equilibrating solution can
prevent incremental acid uptake by the membrane at a relatively high acid concentration.
Sulfuric acid in the membrane can have an enhancing or reducing impact on membrane
conductivity, depending on acid and water contents in membrane. Acid in the membrane
can enhance membrane conductivity by increasing proton concentration in membrane.
However proton mobility can significantly decrease with water loss from the membrane
caused by the low water activity of bathing solutions with high sulfuric acid
concentration. When vanadyl ion is present in the membrane equilibrated in dilute acid, it
can reduce membrane conductivity by reducing proton concentration and mobility. Two
effects contribute to this: vanadyl mobility is much lower than that of proton in
membrane, and it can slow down the proton dynamics in spite of the fact that it does not
reduce membrane water content. In a membrane with equilibration in electrolyte with
practical composition for VRFB operation, vanadyl and acid also contribute to a
reduction of membrane conductivity, but not to the extent observed in the case of the
vanadyl/proton form Nafion formed upon equilibration with dilute solutions. This
suggests a more complicated equilibrium and partitioning competition between protons
and vanadyl for a membrane soaked in concentrated electrolyte.
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CHAPTER 5
THE VANADIUM CATIONS INFLUENCE ON ION TRANSPORT IN ION
EXCHANGE MEMBRANE

5.1 Introduction

The electrolyte separator, or membrane, is one main factor limiting VRFB
development.28 There are several membrane problems strongly influencing VRFB’s
systematic performance. Membranes can lose conductivity due to being exposed to the
electrolyte solution, especially acidic solution.30,31,200,201,207 Battery capacity and
efficiency losses are caused by vanadium permeation across the membrane32,89.
Membrane durability is also an important factor limiting battery performance, especially
for hydrocarbon membranes.100
The aim of work in this chapter is try to understand equilibrium between Nafion
membrane and ionic solutions, and its impact on proton’s transport in membrane.
Elemental analysis combined with gravimetric analysis was used to study ionic
equilibrium in membranes equilibrated in electrolyte solutions. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy was utilized to measure membrane’s conductivity after
equilibration in electrolyte solutions of varying conditions. A simple modeling analysis
was carried out based on the measurement of conductivity and membrane water and ion
uptake behavior.
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5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Membrane and Electrolyte Preparation
Nafion 117 used in this work was purchased from Ion Power Inc., referred as Nafion
in future description. Before being subjected to test conditions, Nafion has been
pretreated in a standard procedure from the literature. Nafion was pretreated in 3% H2O2
(Fisher Scientific), deionized water, 1 mol∙dm-3 H2SO4 (Alfa Aesar) and DI water
respectively for one hour at 90°C. The DI water (18.2 MΩ∙cm) used in this study was
generated by MilliQ water purification system. After pretreatment, each membrane
sample was stored in DI water for future use.
Electrolyte solutions of two concentration levels were prepared to achieve different
membrane-electrolyte equilibriums. The dilute VCl3/HCl solutions were prepared from
VCl3 powder (99%, Sigma Aldrich) and HCl (1 mol∙dm-3, Alfa Aesar). The total chloride
concentration in solutions was controlled at 0.1 mol∙dm-3 to prevent chloride entering
micropores in membrane, according to Donnan exclusion.202 More concentrated
electrolyte was prepared to achieve equilibrium including co-ions in the membrane’s
ionic domain. The raw electrolyte solution containing 2 mol∙dm-3 VOSO4 and 3 mol∙dm-3
H2SO4, was firstly made from VOSO4∙xH2O (99.9% Alfa Aesar) and H2SO4 (96%, Alfa
Aesar). Electrolyte solutions containing 2 mol∙dm-3

or

were made by

electrolysis from the raw electrolyte. Electrolyte solutions with 2 mol∙dm-3 Vx+ (
or

,

) were dilute by 5 mol∙dm-3 H2SO4 to make solutions with 0.25, 0.50, 0.75,

1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 1.75 mol∙dm-3 vanadium and 5 mol∙dm-3 total sulfate or bisulfate.
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5.2.2 Membrane Equilibration and Conductivity Measurement
Nafion conductivity was measured after membrane samples were equilibrated in
electrolyte solutions to investigate influence of the electrolyte on proton transport in the
membrane. Before conductivity measurement, pretreated Nafion samples (

cm)

were soaked in respective electrolyte solution for 72 hours to achieve electrolyte
partitioning equilibrium. After equilibration, the membrane was taken out from
electrolyte solution, and wiped with a Kimwipe to remove all liquid droplets on the
surface. The membrane was mounted on a four-electrode conductivity cell to measure the
high frequency resistance between. Membrane conductivity can be calculated from this
measured high frequency resistance and its dimensions:

(5-1)

is measured membrane’s high frequency resistance between two electrodes;
membrane’s length between two reference electrodes;

is

is membrane thickness; W is

membrane width.

5.2.3 Electrolyte Species Contents in Membrane
Electrolyte species contents in Nafion were measured after membrane had been
equilibrated in the same protocol described in previous section. To record the
membrane’s total weight after equilibration, membrane’s weight,

was measured

by an analytical balance (Sartorius CPA224S) after liquid droplets on membrane surface
was removed by Kimwipe. Each membrane sample then was soaked in 20 mL 3% nitric
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acid (Fisher Scientific) for at least 72 hours to extract vanadium ions and sulfuric acid.
After extraction, sulfuric acid and vanadium concentrations in nitric acid were measured
by a Perkin Elmer 2100DV inductively couple plasma optical emission spectrometer
(ICP-OES). The equipment was calibrated by a standard solutions series made from a
vanadium standard (1000ppm, V2O5 in 2% HNO3, Ricca Chemical), a sulfur standard
(1000ppm, (NH4)2SO4 in H2O, Ricca Chemical) and nitric acid (Fisher Scientific). An
extracted membrane was boiled in DI water to remove remaining vanadium and sulfuric
acid, and then dehydrated in a vacuum oven at 90°C for at least 12 hours. The membrane
dry weight was recorded as

. Water content in membrane in equilibrium can

be calculated:
(5-2)

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Vanadium and Water Uptake in Nafion in Dilute HCl/VCl3 Solutions
V3+ and water content in Nafion equilibrated in dilute VCl3/HCl solutions are
presented in Figure 5-1, with comparison to VO2+ partitioning and corresponding water
content reported in the literature.30 Since the environmental Cl- concentration is just 0.1
mol∙dm-3, it was assumed that there was at most a trace amount of Cl- entering membrane
because of Donnan exclusion202. V3+ content in membrane is higher than expected based
on its proportion of the solution concentration. This indicates that V3+ has partitioning
behavior stronger than proton in Nafion, as high as reported for VO2+. High V3+
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partitioning suggests that sulfonate in membrane has a higher preference for V3+ than
proton. This phenomenon is consistent with the general reported observation that
multivalent cations have stronger partitioning than proton in membrane.30,212,230,231 The
cause of this higher preference for multivalent cations can be explained by the
electrostatic force between sulfonate and cations.30,212,230,231 Since electrostatic attraction
between multivalent cations and sulfonate is stronger than that of proton, multivalent
cations bind with sulfonate more favorably than protons. Although it has been
demonstrated that factors, other than valence, e.g. ionic size, can influence the cation
partitioning competition in Nafion, valence state is more significant for multivalent
cations than monovalent cations.220,221 In Figure 5-1, the relative content of V3+ and VO2+
in membrane,

(

) (

)

(

) , are very close in the trend and

magnitude corresponding to vanadium relative content in solution phase. Partitioning
behavior of V3+ is not substantially stronger than VO2+, although V3+ has higher ionic
charge than VO2+. Because the vanadium atom has +4 valence in VO2+, the attractive
force between VO2+ and sulfonate can be strong enough to maintain its partitioning effect
as high as V3+. More plausible is the fact that V3+ has a more strongly held and saturated
first hydration shell than does VO2+.
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Figure 5–1. Normalized vanadium content in membrane with respect to normalized
vanadium concentration in solution phase. V3+ and VO2+ have very close partitioning
capability in Nafion; Both of V3+ and VO2+ are preferentially bonded by sulfonate in
Nafion. VO2+ results are from literature.30

V3+ presence in Nafion has limited influence on water content in membrane, as is
seen in Figure 5-1. The indicator used to quantify water content in membrane is
. Both V3+ and VO2+ has high affinity for sulfonate in membrane, but they
do not significantly reduce membrane water content.30 The low water reduction extent
and high affinity for Nafion of vanadium ions is contradictory to the observation that
water content loss is accordant to cation affinity to membrane.211,212,232 This contradiction
suggests that cationic affinity to membrane is not the only dominating factor to determine
water uptake of the membrane in the cation form. Although less pore volume in the
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membrane might result from deswelling due to partitioning of multivalent cations, V3+
and VO2+ have the ability to maintain a high hydration level inside membrane.233 Since
V3+ and VO2+ have +3 and +4 valence on the core vanadium atom, a strong electrostatic
force of cation-water dipole attraction in the vanadium aqua complex can help to
maintain high water content in the membrane.

5.3.2 Conductivity of Nafion in Dilute HCl/VCl3 Solutions
After being equilibrated in dilute VCl3/HCl solutions, Nafion conductivity was
sharply reduced by V3+ presence in equilibrium, as is shown in Figure 5-2. With V3+
concentration increasing in the bathing electrolyte solutions, Nafion loses its conductivity
sharply, as is the case with VO2+ in the environment.30 Since the water content in the
membrane was not changed by the presence of V3+, proton and cation mobility cannot be
directly reduced by loss of water content. The conductivity loss caused by V3+ is lower
than the loss caused by VO2+ in the environment. The difference between vanadium ions
effect of lowering membrane conductivity is due to different patterns of vanadium ions
influencing proton motion.30 The detail is going to be discussed below.
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Figure 5–2. Nafion conductivity loss is caused by vanadium ions presence in the
environmental solution. The reduction caused by V3+ is lower than VO2+.

The conductivity loss is caused by the lowered proton concentration and slow proton
motion in membrane. In Figure 5-3, Nafion conductivities are plotted vs. vanadium
contents in membrane. As has been proved, proton mobility in Nafion can be linearly
reduced by VO2+ presence in membrane, so Nafion conductivity is dependent on VO2+
content in a concave pattern30. Nafion conductivity is linearly dependent on V3+ content
in membrane, so it is reasonable to assume that both proton and V3+ have constant
mobility in the H+/V3+ form Nafion. Membrane’s conductivity consists of transference of
proton and V3+:
(

)
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(5-3)

Here, F is Faraday Constant, 96500C∙mol-1; z is charge number; c is concentration in
membrane phase, mol∙cm-3; u is mobility, cm2∙V-1∙s-1. The normalized content fraction
is introduced into equation 5-3:
(

)

(5-4)

is calculated from the density measurement of fully hydrated proton form Nafion,
and assumed to be invariant with vanadium content.30 Mobilities of proton and V3+ can
be calculated from membrane conductivity and uptake measurement:
. V3+ mobility is very

and
similar to VO2+ mobility reported in previous work,30

. The modeled Nafion conductivity from the calculated mobilities has good
consistency with measured results, as is shown in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5–3. Nafion conductivity is differently dependent on V3+ or VO2+ concentration in
membrane phase. VO2+ can slow down proton motion in membrane to carry charge,
while V3+ does not have such an impact on proton. Both V3+ and VO2+ have very low
mobility compared to proton in a well hydrated membrane.

The water structure in hydration shells of vanadium ions is of great interest to clarify
the higher water content in V3+ and VO2+ form Nafion and VO2+ interference on proton
transport in membrane. The reason for the different cation-proton interactions has not
been satisfactorily explained yet, but it should be related to the cation interference on
state of water in ionic domain. It has been suggested that proton transport in Nafion was
facilitated by the fast water self-exchange in the primary hydration shell on the cations.212
(

)

has water self-exchange rate constant about 5 102 s-1, which is close to that of
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(

) , 1.6 102 s-1,212,234 but Fe3+ has severe decelerating effect on proton, while V3+

has no interference on proton transport. In

(

) , because water has self-exchange

rate constant 5 102 s-1 on the equatorial positions and ~109 s-1 on the axial position, the
overall water self-exchange is faster than that in (

) . So the water self-exchange

kinetic in the first hydration shell of cation is not the main reason for the cation slowing
down proton transport in Nafion. It has been demonstrated that high valence cations, like
Al3+, can form stable hydration shells beyond the first hydration shell by H-bonding.235–
237

Cations with higher valence can have more ordered hydration shells and stronger

restriction on water molecules in hydration shell. It has been proved that water in the
hydration shells of multivalent cation is more condensed than bulk water.237 With high
valence state, V3+ and VO2+ can constraint water in its hydration shell strongly enough to
overcome the deswelling effect caused by cation uptake, thereby maintaining a higher
hydration level in membrane. The water molecules in hydration shells around VO2+,
especially outer ones, would have lowered availability to favor proton transport, because
of the high valence state in VO2+.

5.3.3 Conductivity of Nafion in Concentrated Vanadium/Sulfuric Acid Solutions
Vanadium ions can reduce the membrane conductivity in the equilibrium including
membrane, water, sulfuric acid and vanadium ions. Nafion conductivity after being
equilibrated in concentrated electrolyte is presented in Figure 5-4, showing a descending
trend with increasing vanadium concentration in solution. The vanadium (0-2 mol∙dm-3)
and sulfuric acid (5 mol∙dm-3) were concentrated enough to overcome Donnan exclusion
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for anion to form a polymer-vanadium-sulfuric acid equilibrium in membrane phase.
Nafion samples show similar conductivity at a given vanadium concentration of the
bathing electrolyte solutions regardless of the different valence state. Although this
coincidence could be a comprehensive result of several factors, it can still provide great
convenience to rapidly estimate Nafion conductivity in VRFB system, according to
electrolyte conditions.

Figure 5–4. Nafion conductivity after being equilibrated in electrolyte solutions with
vanadium in +3, +4 and +5 valence. The vanadium ion concentration in solutions is 0 to 2
mol∙dm-3; the total sulfuric acid/ bisulfate/ sulfate concentration is 5 mol∙dm-3.

5.3.4 Uptakes in Nafion in Concentrated Vanadium/Sulfuric Acid Solutions
The water and sulfuric acid contents in Nafion equilibrated concentrated electrolyte
solutions are very consistent with vanadium concentration results. The measured water
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and sulfuric acid content in concentrated electrolyte equilibrated samples are shown in
Figure 5-5. As has been proved, membrane water and sulfuric acid content are largely
controlled by the acid concentration in the electrolyte environment.30,200,201,203 In dilute
electrolyte equilibration, VO2+ and V3+ cannot significantly change water content in
membrane.30 In the concentrated electrolyte scenario, the consistent water and sulfuric
acid contents corresponding to changing vanadium concentration suggest that vanadium
ions do not affect membrane deswelling in the presence of large amount of sulfuric acid.
This is consistent with the observation on vanadium concentration influence on vanadium
permeation across Nafion.32 It was illustrated that vanadium permeation, or diffusion, is
mainly controlled by sulfuric acid concentration in the electrolyte.32 These behaviors are
suggesting that sulfuric acid is the primary factor determining Nafion deswelling, which
in turn controls the size of ionic clusters controlling uptake of electrolyte species and
vanadium crossover. The extent of the vanadium effect on membrane swelling is
similarly weak as its effect on crossover, and can be explained by sulfuric acid.
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Figure 5–5. Water and sulfuric acid contents in Nafion equilibrated in concentrated
electrolyte solutions (vanadium 0 to 2 mol∙dm-3; total sulfate 5 mol∙dm-3). The water and
sulfuric acid contents are invariant with environmental vanadium concentration.

Vanadium ion partitioning in Nafion is highly dependent on the apparent charge
number of the cation. The vanadium ion content in Nafion equilibrated in concentrated
electrolyte is presented in Figure 5-6. All three vanadium ion contents in Nafion are
nearly proportional to vanadium concentration in the electrolyte solutions. V3+ and VO2+
have similar partitioning extents in Nafion, both stronger than
higher partitioning in Nafion than

. V3+ and VO2+ have

because cations with higher valence usually has

higher affinity to sulfonate in membrane.212,220,221,232 V3+ and VO2+ have high positive
charge to generate stronger electrostatic attraction to sulfonate. Although VO2+ has lower
apparent charge number than V3+, VO2+ can still have similar affinity to V3+, because it
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has a vanadium atom with +4 valence in the oxo complex. The affinity of VO2+ for
sulfonate can be due to the high positive change on vanadium atom in it.

Figure 5–6. Vanadium ion content in Nafion being equilibrated in concentrated
electrolyte solutions with V3+,VO2+ or
Nafion than

. V3+ and VO2+ have stronger partitioning in

.

5.3.5 Analysis of Nafion Conductivity in Concentrated Equilibration Scenario
Vanadium ion in Nafion is the main reason for membrane conductivity loss after
being

equilibrated

in

the

concentrated

electrolyte.

Nafion

conductivity

is

comprehensively influenced by interaction among polymer and all electrolyte species.
Nafion conductivity is highly determined by its water content, because proton transport is
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favored by abundant water as a mediator.84,85,121,238 With acid presence in the membrane,
the proton concentration can be enhanced by dissociation of acid.30,200,201,203 Cations in
the membrane can simply reduce proton concentration, or even interfere with proton
transport.211,212,239 Since the equilibrium in Nafion with concentrated electrolyte solutions
includes all these factors (water, acid and cations) the analysis of Nafion conductivity in
concentrated electrolyte is complicated.
Vanadium uptake in Nafion can reduce the amount of proton and water content
available for proton transport intermediation. It has been demonstrated that sulfuric acid
and sulfonic acid in Nafion can fully dissociate30, so the charge balance is:
(5-5)

Vanadium ions in Nafion can reduce the content of protons for charge transport. The
relative proton concentration

is presented in Figure 5-7.

Water content in Nafion equilibrated in the concentrated solution scenario is
corrected by vanadium hydration coordination and extra sulfuric acid. Because of the
hydration of vanadium ions, it is assumed that water molecules in the first hydration shell
of vanadium ions cannot take part in proton transfer. Water content available for proton
transport is reduced:

. Here

is the hydration

number of vanadium ions in their first hydration shells; its value is 6,5,3 for V3+,VO2+
and

respectively.138,234 Because of high hydrophobicity of bisulfate, we assume

water can be similarly coordinated by sulfonate and bisulfate in ionic domain in
membrane. The corrected water content is symbolized as
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and shown in Figure 5-7:

(

) (

)

(5-6)

Figure 5–7. Proton content and corrected water content in Nafion after equilibration.
Proton is provided by sulfuric and sulfonic acid dissociation and reduced by vanadium
replacement. Water content is corrected by vanadium aqua-coordination and extra
sulfuric acid.

In the presence of sulfuric acid, VO2+ and

can influence proton transport in

Nafion, while V3+ does not interfere with proton mobility. One modeling analysis was
carried out by assuming that proton mobility does not change in the presence of
vanadium. It has been shown that proton mobility is a linear function of water content in
Nafion equilibrated with sulfuric acid.30 One empirical function is fitted from the proton
mobility dependence on water content:
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(

)

(5-7)

The proton transference number can be calculated by the modeled proton mobility:

(

)

(5-8)

is the sulfonate concentration in Nafion equilibrated in 5 mol∙dm-3 sulfuric acid
solution.
measurement.30

equals 1.39

10-3mol∙cm-3, according to the Nafion density

is assumed to be constant over the entire vanadium concentration

range in the experiment. The calculated proton transference numbers are presented in
Figure 5-8. Clearly, with no-cation-interference assumption, proton coexisting with V3+
has a decreasing transference number lower than one. This suggests that in the
concentrated electrolyte scenario, V3+ in Nafion does not influence proton transfer,
similar to that in the dilute electrolyte equilibration case. The V3+ mobility can be
calculated, (

)

, with the assumption that anion

transference number in Nafion is negligible.30,200,201 The V3+ mobility is very close to V3+
mobility in the dilute electrolyte equilibration case. However, the proton transference
number exceeds unity when it is coexisting in the membrane with VO2+ or

. This

means that proton’s mobility was overestimated with no-vanadium-interference
assumption or that the no-interference assumption is only valid for V3+. Like the VO2+
influence on proton mobility in dilute electrolyte equilibrium,30 VO2+ and
reduce proton mobility by their presence in Nafion.
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can

Figure 5–8. Proton transference number in Nafion with coexistence of vanadium ions
(V3+, VO2+ or

) in concentrated electrolyte equilibration. The proton mobility is

assumed to be only dependent on membrane’s corrected water content.30

has a decelerating effect on proton that is stronger than VO2+. Since V3+ has the
very similar mobility in Nafion equilibrated with dilute or concentrated electrolyte, in this
case, we presume VO2+ has mobility, 6.28 10-5 cm2∙s-1∙V-1, identical to its mobility in
the dilute electrolyte equilibrated Nafion. Concerning the mobility of

in Nafion,

there is no literature report yet. So we assume that vanadium ions’ mobility and
diffusivity satisfy Einstein-Smoluchowski equation240:

∝| | . The mobility of

can be derived from the diffusivities of vanadium ions reported in literature89. The
derived mobility of

is 3.0 10-5 cm2∙s-1∙V-1. Proton mobility can be calculated by the

relation between conductivity and mobility:
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(

)

(5-9)

The calculated proton mobility is dependent on the VO2+ or
as is presented in Figure 5-9. Obviously, the decelerating effect of

content in Nafion,
is stronger than

that of VO2+. As has been discussed above, proton mobility loss due to VO2+ or

can

be caused by water motion constraint by cations in their hydration shells, primarily the
water molecules beyond the first hydration shell. Because,

has higher valence on the

vanadium atom, it can have stronger H-bond restriction in its hydration shells241. So,
exhibits a stronger retarding influence on proton transport.

Figure 5–9. VO2+ and

can retard proton transfer in Nafion.

interference than VO2+ on proton motion.
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has a stronger

5.4 Conclusion

Nafion ionic conduction and properties in polymer-electrolyte solution equilibrium
have been investigated. In equilibration with vanadium/sulfuric acid electrolyte solutions,
the membrane behaves a strong affinity to V3+ ion, similar to that for VO2+. This can be a
result of strong electrostatic attraction between V3+ and sulfonate because of higher
valence on vanadium. Because V3+ has a mobility,

, much
, Nafion containing V3+ loses

slower than that of proton
conductivity due to reduced proton content. VO2+ and

can cause proton mobility

loss in membrane with equilibration in concentrated vanadium/sulfuric acid electrolyte.
However, the mechanism of proton mobility loss in coexistence with VO2+ and
not been definitively determined.
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CHAPTER 6
SULFONATED DIELS ALDER POLY(PHENYLENE) MEMBRANE
CHARACTERIZATION AS ELECTROLYTE SEPARATOR FOR VANADIUM
REDOX FLOW BATTERY

6.1 Introduction
Hydrocarbon aromatic cation exchange membranes are attracting attention from
VRFB researchers because their performance is comparable to Nafion in electrochemical
devices.117,118 Aromatic cation exchange membranes are generally developed from
thermoplastics by sulfonation, resulting in high chemical/thermal stability, good
mechanical properties and low cost.119–121 Several cation exchange membranes have been
synthesized and tested in flow battery setups; sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone)
(SPEEK),99,120 sulfonated poly(phenylsulfone) (S-Radel),95,96,242 sulfonated poly(thioether
ketone) series (SPTK or SPTKK)127 and sulfonated Diels Alder poly(phenylene)
(SDAPP)100.
Sulfonated Diels Alder poly(phenylene) (SDAPP) was initially synthesized as a
proton exchange membrane for PEM fuel cells.243 SDAPP performance as a fuel cell
membrane has been studied as has SDAPPs conductivity, permeability and water uptake
properties.244 A preliminary investigation has been done on SDAPP as an electrolyte
separator in VRFBs.100 The SDAPP membrane can achieve very high ionic selectivity to
provide comparable conductivity to Nafion and also lower VO2+ permeability.
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Membranes with higher IEC had higher ionic conductivity, but lower durability in both
battery environment and electrolyte solutions.
In this chapter, acid and water uptake by SDAPP were examined to determine its
impact on the membrane ionic transport properties as it relates in VRFBs. As a reference,
Nafion 117 was tested in parallel. The molecular formulas of SDAPP and Nafion are
displayed in Figure 6-1. The sulfuric acid and water uptake properties of SDAPP were
quantitatively measured after equilibration in sulfuric acid solutions with concentration
ranging between 0 to 17.4 mol∙kg-1. After equilibration, the membrane conductivity was
also measured to investigate the electrolyte-polymer equilibrium influence on the
membrane ion transport. Vanadium permeation in SDAPP was measured under different
conditions (acid concentration or temperature) to study the influence of these conditions
on vanadium transport. Transmission electron microscopy work was carried out to study
the morphology of SDAPP and ionic domain distribution and sizing.
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Figure 6–1. The molecular structures of SDAPP and Nafion. SDAPP is a short sidechained sulfonated poly(phenylene); Nafion is a long side-chained sulfonated
tetrafluoroethylene based copolymer.

6.2 Experimental

6.2.1 Membrane Preparation and Characterization

Sulfonated Diels Alder poly(phenylene) (SDAPP) membranes at various ion
exchange capacities were synthesized as reported previously.243 The ion exchange
capacity (IEC) of the SDAPP polymer was tuned by the stoichiometry of the sulfonating
agent (chlorosulfuric acid) of Diels Alder poly(phenylene). The membranes were cast
from a solution of 5 wt.% polymer in dimethylacetamide (DMAc) onto a bordered glass
plate. After synthesis and protonation, the membranes were stored in deionized water
(Milli Q, 18.0 MΩ) for future characterization and measurement. Ion exchange capacity
(IEC) of the SDAPP membranes was determined by the back titration method reported in
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literature.243 Membrane density,

was calculated from membrane weight measurement

and membrane dimensions:

(6-1)

is measured membrane weight;

is the length of edge of membrane;

is the thickness

of membrane.
Nafion 117 was purchased from Ion Power Inc. and was characterized in parallel for
comparison. Before being testing Nafion 117 was conditioned by pretreated in 3% H2O2
(Fisher Scientific), DI water, 1 mol∙dm-3 H2SO4 (Alfa Aesar) and DI water for 1 hour at
85°C to remove residual organic and metallic impurity. Pretreated Nafion samples were
then kept in DI water until future use.

6.2.2 Acid and Water Uptake after Equilibration in Aqueous Sulfuric Acid

Sulfuric acid and water uptake in SDAPP and Nafion were measured after
equilibration in sulfuric acid solutions of different concentrations. Pretreated proton
forms of SDAPP and Nafion were first soaked in aqueous sulfuric acid solutions with
concentrations ranging from 0 to 17.4 mol∙kg-1 for 72 hours to reach solution-polymer
equilibrium. After equilibration, membrane samples were taken out of solution and their
saturated weight was measured as

. Saturated membrane samples were then boiled

in DI water to transfer all sulfuric acid into the aqueous phase. The sulfuric acid content
in water was titrated by a Mettler Toledo DL15 autotitrator with 0.1 mol∙dm-3 NaOH
titrant. Each membrane dry weight was measured after the boiled membrane was
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dehydrated in a vacuum oven for 3 hours at 90°C. Water content in membrane after
equilibration in sulfuric acid can be calculated by:
(6-2)

The water content in pure water-equilibrated membranes was indexed as the molar
ratio of water to sulfonic acid groups in membrane, symbolized as

.84

6.2.3 Membrane Conductivity in Acidic Electrolyte

Before conductivity measurements, membrane samples were equilibrated in sulfuric
acid solutions using the same protocol as described previous section. The membrane
conductivity was measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy on a four
electrode conductivity cell.30,243,244 Before measurement, the membrane sample was taken
out from the soaking solution, wiped to remove all liquid droplets on the membrane
surface and mounted on the conductivity cell. The membrane resistance between two
detecting electrodes was equal to the high frequency resistance. The high frequency
resistance was determined by the intersection of the impedance spectrum with the real
impedance axis in EIS. The membrane conductivity was calculated from the measured
membrane resistance and its corresponding dimensions:

(6-3)

Here,
samples;

is the length between two detecting electrodes;

is the width of membrane

is membrane thickness. Membrane width and thickness were respectively
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measured by a Fisherbrand digital calipers and Mitutoyo 543-696 micrometer.

6.2.4 VO2+ Permeation as a Function of Sulfuric Acid Concentration

To mimic the actual electrolyte in VRFB, and understand the role of sulfuric acid
concentration in impacting VO2+ permeability across the SDAPP membrane, VO2+
permeability was measured in the presence of sulfuric acid. The principle of this
measurement has been reported in elsewhere.32,245 VO2+ permeability was measured
using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) by flowing solution from a 5 cm2 cross
sectional area battery hardware (Fuel Cell Technology) with an empty flow field through
the ESR cavity. During the measurement, VO2+ rich solution was placed on one side of
the battery, while a receiving solution of the same volume with no VO2+ was circulated
on the other side of the separator. The volume of the solutions on both sides was 20 mL.
The temperature of the cell was stabilized at 30°C by a cartridge heater. The cavity of a
Magnettech Miniscope ESR (Berlin, Germany) was built in the tubing line on the
receiving side to monitor VO2+ accumulation caused by its crossover from the rich side.
The concentration ratio of VO2+ and H2SO4 in the given solution was controlled at 1:5
and the acid concentration on both sides ranged 0.5 to 5 mol∙dm-3. The governing
equation of mass balance in this diffusion process is:

(

The permeability

can be calculated by:
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)

(6-4)

(

Where

is the measured membrane permeability;

side of the battery;

)

(6-5)

is the volume of solution on either

is the cross sectional area of the battery hardware, 5 cm2;

is the

thickness of the membrane; t is time the concentration is allowed to equilibrate.

6.2.5 VO2+ Permeation as a Function of Temperature

VO2+ diffusivity in SDAPP was also measured in a Permegear counter diffusion cell
at various temperatures, sketched in Figure 6-2. On the rich side of the cell, the solution
contains 1 mol∙dm-3 VOSO4 and 4 mol∙dm-3 H2SO4. On the receiving side, 5 mol∙dm-3
H2SO4 was used to balance acid strength. The VO2+ concentration on the receiving side
was monitored by circulating the solution through a UV-Vis flow cell coupled with an
ALS-Japan SEC 2000 portable UV-Vis spectrometer. The temperature of the system was
maintained by water circulation in the water jacket of the diffusion cells with a
refrigeration water circulator (Fisher Scientific Isotemp 3016D). During the measurement,
the solutions were mixed by magnetic stirrers to minimize the influence of vanadium
distribution on membrane surface. The volume of each cell chamber is 50 mL. The
concentration of VO2+ in the receiving side can be calculated by Beer-Lambert law. The
VO2+ mass balance in this measurement can also be expressed as equation 6-4. The
diffusivity of VO2+ across membrane can be calculated from equation 6-5.
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Figure 6–2. Sketch of VO2+ diffusion across membrane monitored by UV-Vis
spectrometer with temperature control.

6.2.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy

To study the morphology and sulfonic acid group distribution of the SDAPP
membrane, micrographs were taken using transmission electron microscopy. To better
image the sulfonic acid, the membrane was exchanged into the Cs+ form to provide
higher electron contrast.246 SDAPP and Nafion samples were first soaked in 0.1 mol∙dm-3
Cs2SO4 solutions for seven days to reach complete Cs+ exchange. Then film samples
were embedded in a low viscosity epoxy resin (Ted Pella) and microtomed into 70-nmthick slices. TEM results were collected using a Zeiss Libra 120 at 120kV with an
emission current of 7µA and a minimum dose condition in order to largely mitigate the
electron-beam-induced polymer damage.
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6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Membrane Characterization

SDAPP membranes with different ion exchange capacities were synthesized and the
IEC was determined by back titration. Membranes with IECs of 1.4, 1.8 and 2.3 meq/g
were obtained by varying the stoichiometry of chlorosulfuric acid used during sulfonation.
From here on forward we label the SDAPP membranes as SDAPP 1.4, SDAPP 1.8 and
SDAPP 2.3, according to their IEC. Membrane density and water content under a fully
hydrated state are presented in Table 6-1, with comparison to Nafion 117.30 Sulfonic acid
group concentration in the membrane under fully hydrated conditions can be calculated
by:

(6-6)

The equivalent weight of the membranes (EW), were 714, 555 and 434 grams per
mole sulfonate for SDAPP 1.4, 1.8 and 2.3 respectively. λ is the water content in pure
water equilibrated membrane.

is the membrane density under fully hydrated

conditions. The calculated sulfonic acid concentration in the membranes is presented in
Table 6-1. Because SDAPP and Nafion are compositionally variant, (hydrocarbon vs.
fluorocarbon) the concentration of sulfonic acid group can better represent acid group
distribution than IEC. Although SDAPP polymers have significantly higher IEC than
Nafion 117, its densities are much lower than Nafion because the SDAPP backbone is
formed primarily by C-H bonds while Nafion is composed of heavier C-F bonds. The
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higher IEC in SDAPP is traded off by the membrane density, leading to very similar
sulfonic acid group concentrations in SDAPPs, especially SDAPP 2.3, and Nafion 1100.

Table 6-1. Density and water content in SDAPP and Nafion membranes at fully hydrated
state, and calculated sulfonate concentration.
Hydrated density (g∙cm-3)
λ
Sulfonate concentration (mol∙cm-3)

SDAPP 1.4
1.2
20.4
1.11 10-3

SDAPP 1.8
1.2
20.9
1.27 10-3

SDAPP 2.3
1.1
24.1
1.29 10-3

Nafion 11730
1.8
21.6
1.24 10-3

6.3.2 Impact of Acid and Water Uptake after Equilibration

The sulfuric acid and water contents in SDAPP membranes are presented in Figure
6-3, with respect to Nafion. Within the experimental sulfuric acid concentration range,
sulfuric acid can overcome Donnan exclusion from the polymer and enter membrane
micropores. Sulfuric acid content in the membrane is characterized as the mole ratio of
free sulfuric acid to sulfonic acid groups attached in membrane. As is shown in Figure 63(a), the free sulfuric acid content in SDAPP films with various IECs are similar over the
entire sulfuric acid concentration range. This consistency means that the sulfonic acid
group in SDAPP has similar ability to exclude or coordinate free anions, regardless of
membrane IEC. Although the SDAPP membranes have higher ion exchange capacities
than Nafion, SDAPP membranes can take more sulfuric acid per attached acid than
Nafion. This could be a result of weaker Donnan exclusion from the aromatic sulfonic
acid groups in SDAPP than the fluorosulfonic acid group in Nafion. Sulfuric acid content
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in SDAPP does not level off as seen in Nafion, where acid content remains constant after
6 mol kg-1 at 0.7. This can be attributed to less deswelling in SDAPP than Nafion in the
concentrated sulfuric acid environment. As has been proven, Nafion can deswell and
cause reduced internal porous space for imbibed species in low water activity
environments.30,204 Because the sulfonic acid groups in Nafion are attached via a long
side chain, it has more flexible ionic cluster channel structure that can deswell
substantially in acid solutions.247 SDAPP has an aromatic backbone with side chains only
one benzene ring in length, resulting in a stiff molecular structure to resist deswelling. So,
SDAPP polymer can suffer less deswelling than Nafion at high sulfuric acid
concentration to take up more sulfuric acid and water, as is presented in Figure 6-3.
As shown in Figure 6-3(b), membrane water content is reduced by increasing the
bathing sulfuric acid concentration. Since the sulfuric acid in the membrane can be
hydrated, in addition to the polymer-bound sulfonic acid group, the water content in
membrane has to be corrected by incorporating the effects of sulfuric acid. The corrected
water content is defined as the mole ratio of water to the total amount of sulfonic acid
groups and sulfuric acid,
water content

(

)30. In Figure 6-4, the corrected

in SDAPP and Nafion is shown to decrease with increasing

concentration of sulfuric acid or lower water activity of the system. The water content in
the membranes is independent of IEC or backbone type (hydrocarbon or fluoropolymer).
This suggests that the sulfonic acid groups in Nafion and SDAPP have similar hydration
properties, not influenced by polymer morphology. The consistent water content also
suggests that the sulfuric acid in the membrane’s ionic domain might have similar
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hydration behavior regardless of the sulfonic acid groups in SDAPP or Nafion.

Figure 6–3. Sulfuric acid (a) and water (b) contents in SDAPP membranes compared to
Nafion 117. SDAPP membranes have both significantly higher sulfuric acid and water
contents than Nafion in concentrated sulfuric acid environment.
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Figure 6–4. SDAPP and Nafion have close water content after being equilibrated in
sulfuric acid solutions. Sulfuric acid in the membrane ionic domain has similar hydration
behavior to sulfonic acid group in SDAPP and Nafion.

The Donnan exclusion strength in SDAPP is related to the membrane ion exchange
capacity. The molality of sulfuric acid in the membrane micropore is presented in Figure
6-5. The molality of sulfuric acid in the membrane phase is calculated from membrane
sulfuric acid and water content:

(

)

(6-7)

The calculated sulfuric acid molality in SDAPP increases with decreasing IEC. The
reason for this trend is that at higher IECs, more sulfonic acid groups are present and
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dissociate to ions and form a stronger potential barrier to exclude sulfuric acid. When
comparing SDAPP with aromatic acid groups with fluorosulfonic acid groups in Nafion
at equivalent sulfonic acid concentration (SDAPP 2.3, 1.29 10-3; Nafion, 1.24 10-3
mol∙cm-3 respectively in Table 1), SDAPP has a higher sulfuric acid molality than Nafion,
which suggests that Nafion has a stronger Donnan effect. As is presented in Figure 6-6,
the different strength of the Donnan exclusion effect in SDAPP and Nafion can be
attributed to sulfonic acid group clustering differences in SDAPP and Nafion as an
additional factor. Sulfonic acid groups in SDAPP are evenly distributed throughout the
matrix, while sulfonic acid groups cluster in Nafion.119,244,247 Since sulfonic acid group
concentrations in SDAPP and Nafion are similar, the sulfonate clustering in Nafion can
locally condense sulfonate in the ionic channel to exclude anions. On the other hand, the
less agglomerated sulfonic acid group in SDAPP can generate a weaker potential barrier
to sulfuric acid than that in Nafion.
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Figure 6–5. Calculated sulfuric acid molality in membrane phase. Sulfuric acid can be
more effectively excluded by Nafion than SDAPP. Donnan exclusion in SDAPP
membrane is consistent with membrane ion exchange capacity.
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Figure 6–6. Sulfuric acid uptake behavior in membrane is controlled by the degree of
sulfonic acid group agglomeration and acidity (or dissociation). Nafion has high sulfonic
acid group agglomeration and higher acidity; SDAPP has an even sulfonic acid group
distribution and lower acidity.

6.3.3 Sulfuric Acid Influence on Membrane Conductivity

To understand the influence of sulfuric acid concentration on membrane
conductivity, conductivities of membranes were measured after being equilibrated in
aqueous sulfuric acid with concentrations that ranged between 0 to 17.4 mol∙kg-1 (Figure
6-7). SDAPP 2.3 had the highest conductivity among all three SDAPP membranes, while
SDAPP 1.4 has the lowest, which is consistent with the general finding that higher IECs
display higher conductivity. Generally, membranes with higher IEC possess higher
conductivity because they have more sulfonic acid groups to maintain higher proton
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concentration to carry charge.244,248,249 As shown in Figure 6-3(a), since a considerable
amount of sulfuric acid can be present in the membranes, extra protons can be provided
as charge carriers. Both SDAPP and Nafion membranes displayed higher conductivity
after equilibrating in aqueous sulfuric acid, between 0-3 mol∙kg-1. However, increasing
concentrations of sulfuric acid (>3mol∙kg-1) causes a constant decrease in conductivity.
This trend is due to the trade-off between increasing proton concentration in the presence
of more acid and proton mobility loss due to reduced water content in the membrane.30,200

Figure 6–7. Conductivity of SDAPP membranes after being equilibrated in sulfuric acid
solutions with varying concentration. SDAPP membrane with higher IEC has higher
conductivity.
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To analyze proton mobility in the SDAPP membrane, a modeling study was carried
out based on membrane water uptake and conductivity measurements. The modeling
analysis is analogous to the proton transport study on Nafion with sulfuric acid
equilibration.30 At first, it is assumed that the conductivity of electrolyte is a function of
all mobile charged species in the electrolyte:
∑
Here, F is the Faraday constant, 96500 C∙mol-1;

(6-8)
,

and

are charge number, ion

concentration and mobility of the ion i; the mobile ionic species include proton, bisulfate
and sulfate in the SDAPP membranes. Because SDAPP is a cation exchange membrane,
anion motion in SDAPP is largely hindered by the negative electrostatic force arising
from sulfonate in the polymer. Generally anion transference numbers are much lower
than those of protons in cation exchange membranes equilibrated in acids.200,201 Thus, it
is reasonable to approximate that protons are the only charge carrying species in SDAPP
membrane by assuming anion transfer number is negligible. Therefore equation 6-8 can
be simplified to:
(6-9)
Proton concentration in the membrane can be calculated from the overall acid
(sulfuric acid and sulfonic acid group) concentration in the membrane and acid
dissociation. Measured densities of the SDAPP membrane with varying IEC are
presented in Table 6-1. Due to the strong acidity of sulfuric acid (pKa=-3.0) and sulfonic
acid group (pKa=-2.8 for benzenesulfonic acid)250, it is assumed that all sulfuric acid and
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sulfonic acid groups in membrane can dissociate into bisulfate or sulfonate over the entire
sulfuric acid concentration range.222 It also has been shown that the dissociation of
bisulfate can be fully suppressed by the abundance of protons provided by sulfuric and
sulfonic acid groups.30 The amount of protons in the membrane then is equal to the total
amount of sulfuric and sulfonic acid groups. Because SDAPP’s sulfuric acid uptake
behavior suggests it has a low deswelling effect in sulfuric acid solutions, we assume that
the sulfonate concentration in SDAPP does not change when varying the concentration of
the sulfuric acid solution. Proton concentration in the membrane can be calculated by
following equation:
(

)

(6-10)

The calculated proton concentration is presented in Figure 6-8(a). As expected,
increasing the concentration of the sulfuric acid bathing solution also increases the proton
concentration in the membranes.
Proton mobility in the membrane is then calculated from equation 6-8 with
membrane conductivity and proton concentration. Although there is an increase in proton
concentration in both SDAPP and Nafion membranes with increasing sulfuric acid
bathing solution, there is also a reduction in the calculated proton mobility as shown in
Figure 6-8(b). The bathing sulfuric acid solution can influence the membrane
conductivity by raising the proton content and lowering proton mobility. At relatively
low sulfuric acid concentration, the conductivity enhancement is caused by an increase in
proton concentration due to the uptake of sulfuric acid. In more concentrated sulfuric acid
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solutions, the conductivity loss is mainly due to severe proton mobility loss caused by
severe water content loss.

Figure 6–8. Proton concentration (a) and mobility (b) in SDAPP membranes and Nafion
with respect to the sulfuric acid concentration in the bathing environment.
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Proton mobility in SDAPP is highly favored by the membrane’s IEC and water
content in the membrane. As is shown in Figure 6-9, at any hydration level in the
membrane, SDAPP 2.3 has the highest proton mobility followed by SDAPP 1.8 and then
SDAPP 1.4. Apparently, proton transport in the SDAPP membrane is favored by a high
degree of sulfonation, because higher IEC results in higher concentration of anionic
groups in ionic domains. As is presented in Table 1, SDAPP with higher IEC has higher
sulfonate group concentration, so it should also have shorter average inter-sulfonate
distance. The shorter distance among sulfonate groups can ease proton transport by
increasing the probability of proton transfer from one sulfonate to another. In addition, it
is clear that proton mobility in SDAPP is dependent on water content in a way similar to
what is observed in Nafion.84 In hydrated cation exchange membranes, proton transport is
favored at high water contents in the membrane because it is facilitated by proton
‘hopping’ across more condensed water media.84,85,244
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Figure 6–9. Proton mobility in SDAPP is highly dependent on water content in
membranes. Proton transport in SDAPP is favored by high availability of water
molecules to serve as transport mediator.

6.3.4 VO2+ Permeation across SDAPP Membranes

VO2+ diffusion in SDAPP is consistent with the ion exchange capacity of the
membrane; higher IEC results in higher VO2+ diffusivity. As is shown in Figures 6-10
and 6-11, SDAPP 2.3 displays the highest VO2+ diffusivity and SDAPP 1.4 has the
lowest, regardless of temperature or acid concentration. Generally, cation diffusivity in
cation exchange membranes is highly consistent with the membrane ion exchange
capacity.99,113 As was just discussed, in membranes with higher IEC, higher amounts of
sulfonic acid groups have shorter inter-anion distances to allow higher possibility for
cations to successfully transfer from one sulfonate group to another. Also, cation
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transport can be favored by larger ionic domain pathways, since the higher sulfonate
concentrations increase the domain size. Finally, and probably most importantly, higher
IEC leads to higher water content and thus lower local viscosity.

Figure 6–10. Vanadium permeability across SDAPP membranes is sharply reduced by
high sulfuric acid concentration in electrolyte environment.

Besides membrane IEC, vanadium transport is a function of the concentration of
acid in the electrolyte solution. As is shown in Figure 6-10, vanadium permeability across
SDAPP membranes and Nafion is sharply reduced with increasing sulfuric acid
concentrations.32 Figure 6-3(a) displays that as the concentration of sulfuric acid in
electrolyte increases the amount of sulfuric acid absorbed by the membrane also increases.
As has been pointed out, the process of cation permeation in membrane consists of cation
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partitioning into the polymer and then diffusion through the polymer matrix.251,252 In
concentrated electrolyte solutions, the partitioning of VO2+ into the membrane is reduced
by the presence of sulfuric acid in the membrane.253 Moreover, the dynamics of VO2+
transport in the membrane can be slowed by the presence of sulfuric acid in membrane.32
The diffusive medium in the membrane consists of sulfuric acid and water, and the
viscosity of the solution increases with sulfuric acid concentration. According to the
Stokes-Einstein equation, ionic diffusivity is inversely related to the viscosity of diffusion
medium :

(6-11)

Here, kB is Boltzmann constant; r is ionic radius; T is absolute temperature. While VO2+
is diffusing within the ionic cluster channel, its motion can be restricted by the viscous
friction caused by its interaction with stagnant or slower species in the diffusion media. A
higher viscosity of the diffusion medium will result in lower VO2+ transport due to a
stronger frictional resistance.
VO2+ diffusion in SDAPP is also dependent on temperature. According to classical
Arrhenius kinetics theory, the diffusivity is exponentially dependent on temperature:

(

⁄

)

(7-12)

In Figure 6-11, it is shown that the logarithm of VO2+ diffusivity is linearly
dependent on the reciprocal of temperature, in the range of 10 to 50°C. The pre-
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exponential factors and activation energies for the SDAPP membranes and Nafion are
fitted and listed in Table 6-2. The activation energy for VO2+ diffusion is fairly similar in
all SDAPP membranes and Nafion regardless of their IEC. This consistency means that
VO2+ encounters a similar energy barrier for diffusion among sulfonic acid groups in
these membranes, and this implies a similar diffusion mechanism. The consistent
activation energy of VO2+ diffusion in membranes might be due to the similar acidic
environment inside the membrane. In SDAPP membranes, the activation energy decrease
slightly with IEC increase. This means SDAPP membrane with higher IEC has lower
energy barrier for VO2+ transfer. The activation energy of VO2+, ~20 kJ∙mol-1, is much
higher than that of proton in Nafion, ~10 kJ∙mol-1.254 The Ea difference between VO2+
and proton suggests that VO2+ diffusion across membrane is much more difficult than
proton.
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Figure 6–11. The logarithm of vanadyl diffusivity in SDAPP and Nafion is linearly
dependent on 1/T. The vanadyl diffusion in cation exchange membrane obeys classical
Arrhenius kinetics.

Table 6-2. The pre-exponential factor and activation energy for SDAPP membranes and
Nafion in Arrhenius kinetics theory.

2

-1

D0 (cm ∙s )
Ea (kJ∙mol-1)

SDAPP 1.4
4.03 10-9
22.8

SDAPP 1.8
1.23 10-8
21.2

SDAPP 2.3
2.98 10-8
19.6

Nafion
2.69 10-8
20.3

6.3.5 Morphology of SDAPP by TEM

In comparison with Nafion, SDAPP has a more homogeneous morphology with less
phase separation and a more tortuous structure. The TEM micrographs of SDAPP are
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presented in Figure 6-12 and 6-13, with comparison to Nafion 117 at different
magnification respectively. In these images, bright regions represent hydrophilic domain
with Cs+ stain. Although the state of the film during examination is not equivalent to
conditions of a working flow battery, (presence of Cs+ and dehydrated film held under
vacuum), the TEM micrographs can still give us important information about the
microstructure and morphology of the membranes. In Figure 6-12, a clear contrast
between SDAPP membranes and Nafion 117 is revealed by the TEM imaging at the
relatively lower magnification. In contrast to an obvious phase separation in Nafion,
SDAPP possesses a more homogeneous appearance regardless of its ion exchange
capacity. In Nafion, because the sulfonic acid group is attached on a flexible side chain
and the entire polymer is more flexible, the sulfonic acid group can agglomerate and
phase separation between hydrophilic ionic cluster and hydrophobic polymer
backbone.255 The ionic clusters in Nafion are well connected to establish a reticulated
ionic network, as can be seen in Figure 6-12. The featured width or diameter of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic phases is about 5 nm. For SDAPP, the sulfonic acid group
is attached on a short side chain to the backbone and this structural feature may not be
flexible enough to support a considerable amount of sulfonic acid group agglomeration as
large as that in Nafion. As a result, no well-organized hydrophilic channel network can be
observed in the SDAPP polymer in Figure 6-12.
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Figure 6–12. Cs+ stained TEM micrographs of SDAPP and Nafion 117 at 50 nm
magnification. More homogeneous sulfonic acid group distribution is presented in
SDAPP membranes with varying ion exchange capacity.

The size and distribution of the ionic domain in SDAPP membranes is illustrated at
a higher magnification in Figure 6-13. In these images of SDAPP, there are obvious
bright and dark areas representing hydrophilic region and hydrophobic segments of the
backbone, respectively. The featured width or diameter of hydrophilic and hydrophobic
segments in SDAPP is around 0.5 nm. Considering the C-C distance in benzene is about
0.14 nm256, this feature suggests that sulfonic acid group is not agglomerated but evenly
distributed along polymer backbone. The diameter of the ionic channel in SDAPP is
much smaller in size than the ionic channel in Nafion. Since the ionic channel is formed
by organizing sulfonic acid groups along polymer backbone, high tortuosity of ionic
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channels can be developed by a torturous polymer backbone, as can be seen in
micrographs. With a higher IEC in SDAPP, brighter and wider ionic domain presented in
TEM image means the membrane contains more condensed sulfonic acid groups
surrounding the ionic channel.

Figure 6–13. Cs+ stained TEM micrograph of SDAPP and Nafion 117 at 5 nm
magnification. The structure of SDAPP is highly homogeneous and the sulfonic acid
group is evenly distributed in the polymer.

Sulfonated Diels Alder poly(phenylene) membrane ion transport properties in
sulfuric acid solution and its microstructure of ionic domain were investigated to evaluate
its potential as electrolyte separator for vanadium redox flow battery. With microscopy, it
is found that SDAPP is a more homogeneous polymer without strong phase contrast
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brought about by sulfonic acid group agglomeration. In SDAPP, the dispersed sulfonate
group distribution and tortuous ionic pathway reduces proton mobility, but more
importantly, causes lower vanadyl permeation as well. SDAPP can achieve comparable
conductivity to Nafion but much lower vanadium permeation. SDAPP has higher
conductivity to vanadyl diffusivity ratio, as is presented in Table 6-3. This suggests that
SDAPP membranes have selectivity to conduct ionic transport and suppress the unwanted
vanadium crossover.

Table 6-3. Conductivity and VO2+ permeability comparison among SDAPPs and Nafion
around 20°C. Membranes have been equilibrated in 5 mol∙dm-3 H2SO4/sulfate solutions.
SDAPPs have better conductivity to VO2+ permeability ratio than Nafion.
Membrane
S∙cm-1 at 22°C
D(VO2+) cm2∙s-1 at 20°C
S∙cm-3∙s

SDAPP 1.4
0.020
2.64 10-9
7.58 106

SDAPP 1.8
0.061
2.30 10-8
2.65 106

SDAPP 2.3
0.107
9.45 10-8
1.13 106

Nafion 117
0.073
7.07 10-8
1.03 106

6.4 Conclusion
In this work, the proton and VO2+ transport in sulfonated Diels Alder
poly(phenylene) membrane with various ion exchange capacities have been studied in
light of the potential utilization of the membrane in a vanadium redox flow battery. The
sulfuric acid equilibrium in SDAPP and its impact on conductivity have been studied
based on membrane uptake analysis and conductivity tests. It is shown that SDAPP has
higher sulfuric acid uptake than Nafion, possibly because it has weaker Donnan exclusion
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to sulfuric acid than Nafion. Sulfuric acid and sulfonic acid groups in SDAPP have
similar hydration ability to those in Nafion. With a higher ion exchange capacity, SDAPP
can achieve comparable conductivity to Nafion 117. SDAPP can have a higher
conductivity to vanadium permeability ratio than Nafion. SDAPP is therefore a suitable
membrane to be used as electrolyte separator for VRFB.
The intrinsically slower ionic transport in SDAPP is due to its homogeneous
morphology. Since sulfonic acid groups in SDAPP are attached on the short side chains,
the lack of distance between the backbone and acid moiety cannot support the
agglomeration of the sulfonate group to form a hydrophilic phase with a considerable size.
The ionic domain in SDAPP is much smaller in radius and is highly tortuous. This
structural feature can be more selective to the larger VO2+ ion than to proton.. The
tortuosity in the membrane is unhelpful for both proton and vanadium transport because
it leads to a longer pathway for ionic diffusion. For future ion exchange membrane
development, it is critical to control the sizing of ionic domains in membranes to enhance
ionic selectivity and reduce tortuosity of the ionic channel to improve proton transport.
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CHAPTER 7
RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK

1. Systematic characterization and diagnostic techniques are needed to evaluate the
performance of VRFB system and components.
Despite the long history of VRFB development, the development of characterization
methods for VRFB is still insufficient to support the performance improvement of VRFB,
in contrast to diagnostic methods system of proton exchange membrane fuel cell147,148
which shares many features with the VRFB. Due to the similarity between VRFB and
PEM fuel cells, the performance diagnostic methods for PEMFC are highly compatible
with VRFB, as shown in this thesis for the polarization curve33,34,169 and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy170. As has been mentioned in chapter 2, the performance loss in
VRFB system can be roughly sorted as activation loss, ohmic loss and mass transport loss.
The sources of activation loss are the overpotential losses on each electrode surface
during battery operation. The ohmic loss is caused by the electronic resistance of the
electrode, contact resistance at interfaces between cell components, and ionic resistance
of electrolyte separator. The mass transport loss is related to the active vanadium ionic
transport resistance within the porous electrode and on electrode surface.
Recently, polarization curve and EIS measurements with hydrogen dynamic
reference electrode were effectively applied to VRFB kinetics research169,170. The
activation losses contributed by positive and negative electrodes were respectively
quantified. The results suggested that any future catalyst development should focus
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mainly on the negative electrode which contributes most of the activation loss. The exsitu membrane conductivity measurement suggested membrane resistance is the primary
part of the area specific resistance in non-gap battery cell configuration. However, the
exact membrane resistance in operating cells has not been reported yet. The fine in-situ
membrane measurement or battery internal resistance diagnostic method is needed to
clarify the sources of internal resistance in VRFB. The current interrupt is a good
candidate for this measurement. The understanding of mass transport loss is also of
critical importance for VRFB. The mass transport loss can be directly reflected in the
whole cell polarization curve at varying flow rate. And for each electrode, the mass
transport loss can be clarified by EIS measurement. However, the detailed relation
between mass transport loss and transport conditions (flow rate and flow field) has not
yet been clarified. So both experimental and modeling works are needed to help to
understand the sources of mass transport loss.
2. The detailed reaction mechanism for each vanadium redox couples and its relation
with the property of electrode surface and electrolyte composition.
Understanding of reaction process for each vanadium redox couple is critical to
guide the development of catalyst for each electrode. As has been reviewed in chapter 1,
the surface modification of carbon electrode can obviously improve battery performance.
Some additives in the electrolyte solution can also catalyze vanadium redox reactions in
battery. Actually, these two methods provide two strategies to develop catalysts for
vanadium redox flow battery. One is to develop catalysts using solid state catalysts which
can be loaded on carbon electrode surface. Another one is to develop a soluble catalytic
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additive to be loaded in electrolyte solution. The detailed reaction mechanism is still not
available yet for such developments. The observation that V4+/V5+ and V2+/V3+ redox
couples have very different kinetics on SGL 10AA carbon paper suggests that these two
reactions might have very distinct reaction pathways. In addition, the UV-Vis
spectroscopy work testified to the existence of complex ion

in the positive

electrolyte. The complex ion might be able to serve as an intermediate in

/VO2+

redox reaction. Based on this, the detailed reaction mechanism is critical to guide the
development of new catalyst for vanadium redox flow battery.
3. Practical state of charge monitor based on UV-Vis spectroscopy
A more practical state of charge monitor can be developed based on the electrolyte
spectrum analysis developed in the chapter 3. The analysis presented in chapter 3 gave an
effective methodology to accurately estimate state of charge in positive and negative
electrolyte solutions. The effectiveness of spectral analysis to calculate state of charge
improves the feasibility to instantly monitor state of charge in electrolyte with the UVVis technique. A practical SoC monitor can be developed using an industrial UV-Vis
detector with automatic signal processing circuit. The instant SoC monitoring can
effectively enhance the management of battery system.
4. Understanding the polymer-sulfuric acid equilibrium influence on ionic transport in
cation exchange electrolyte separator.
Due to the partitioning of sulfuric acid and vanadium ions in the polymer, a dynamic
equilibrium in the separator can be established among electrolyte species and the polymer
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membrane. As has been proved in previous sections, the acid and vanadium ions can have
strong effects on the ion transport in the separator. However, the origin of factors
controlling partitioning of sulfuric acid and vanadium ions into separator, for example
Nafion, has not yet been clarified. The electrolyte species entering the polymer matrix in
the separator can alter the microenvironment, especially the properties of water, for the
proton transport.
The electrolyte-polymer equilibrium can be reached in a membrane immersed in
electrolyte. Due to the anionic character of cation exchange membranes, the Donnan
potential generated by the sulfonic acid group can exclude sulfuric acid from the
electrolyte solutions. At practical electrolyte concentration level, the Donnan potential in
membrane is not strong enough to completely prevent sulfuric acid from entering
micropores in membrane. An acidic balance between sulfuric acid (electrolyte) and
sulfonic acid group (polymer) can be established by the breaking through of potential
barrier. The equilibrium should mostly be driven by the thermodynamic strength (acid
strength or chemical potential) difference between the bathing electrolyte and separator.
Currently the acid partitioning behavior in membrane cannot be predicted by membrane
and electrolyte conditions. More accurate measurement is needed to determine the
sulfuric acid uptake dependence on the electrolyte acid concentration and membrane
properties (ion exchange capacity, polymer structure). Moreover, a rigorous mathematical
model should be established based on thermodynamic theory to explain the acid uptake
process into membrane. The correlation between electrolyte equilibrium in membrane
and electrolyte properties is a precondition to predict the electrolyte influence on
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membrane conductivity.

Since proton is the most efficient mobile ion in cation exchange membrane for
conducting current, its concentration and mobility can largely determine membrane
conductivity. The sulfuric acid presence in membrane can deteriorate proton mobility,
although the acid dissociation can provide excess proton in some extent to enhance
current transfer. The sulfuric acid in electrolyte can remarkably reduce membrane water
content which is the most important factor for proton transfer in cation exchange
membranes. Since the acid can reduce membrane conductivity in practical
vanadium/sulfuric acid electrolytes, it is critical to understand the mechanism of proton
mobility loss caused by water content reduction in membrane. Experimental
measurements such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of proton mobility in Nafion
membrane should be carried out to verify the proton mobility dependence on water state
with equilibration with varying sulfuric acid concentrations. Understanding of the proton
mobility loss would be helpful to provide support for electrolyte composition
optimization and new polymer separator selection.
5. Understanding on vanadium-oxo ions influence on ionic transport in cation exchange
membrane.
More thorough research is needed to understand the vanadium–oxo ion (VO2+ and
) interference on proton motion. The detailed mechanism of vanadium-oxo ions
impedance of proton transport in membrane is required to better understand membrane
conducting behavior during battery operation. Membrane conductivity is reduced by
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vanadium-oxo ions reducing both concentration and mobility of proton. It is important to
understand the direct cause of proton mobility loss in coexistence with VO2+ or

. To

reduce retarding effects from vanadium-oxo ions can effectively improve proton transfer
efficiency and enhance membrane conductivity.
However, the cation interaction with proton has not been well clarified. Although
both VO2+ and

can reduce proton mobility while V3+ has no such ability, the proton

motion restriction effect is not necessarily related to the oxo structure in these ions
because Fe3+ also was observed to decelerate proton motion as well212. One reasonable
explanation of this effect is that proton motion was indirectly slowed down by the
presence of cations due to their restriction of water dynamics in their hydration shells. It
has been demonstrated that multivalent cations (Mg2+ and Al3+) can form more
condensed secondary hydration shells by hydrogen bonding between the primary
hydration shell and outer hydration shells.237 The cation with higher charge density tends
to hold water molecules in outer hydration shells more tightly, leading to a shorter Hbond length and higher density in hydration shell. The molecular motion of water in the
outer hydration shell can be substantially restricted by the H-bond among the water
molecules. This effect is more obvious in the solution with high cation concentration,257
which is analogous to the membrane equilibrated with vanadium-sulfuric acid electrolyte
solutions. Future work can focus on the water motion within the secondary hydration
shell of vanadium ions. It is necessary to evaluate the hydration shell structure (hydrogen
bonding length and strength) of vanadium ions (V3+, VO2+ and
mobility around vanadium ions.
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), and the water

6. More comprehensive investigation on performance of SDAPP in vanadium-sulfuric
acid electrolyte.
Due to the essential difference between SDAPP and Nafion, the comparison of
performance between these two membranes can provide researchers more insight into
membrane transport properties and their dependence on membrane structure and
morphology. Since SDAPP is an aromatic polymer backbone membrane, it is essentially
different from Nafion, a perfluorinated sulfonic acid polymer electrolyte, which is
commonly used as VRFB separator. Its behavior as an electrolyte separator in the VRFB
is of great importance to clarify the ionic transport performance dependence on
membrane properties. Ionic transport and equilibrium is highly reliant on membrane
properties, but most of current membrane development work for VRFB just focuses on
the new membrane fabrication without serious investigation of the fundamental aspects
of membrane performance.
Since protons are the most efficient mobile ion for carrying current, the polymer
improvement should exclusively target facilitating proton transport. It is critical to
illustrate the state of water in membrane-electrolyte equilibrium with respect to
membrane morphology, ion exchange capacity and side chain structure. As has been
pointed out, proton transport in the membrane is highly favored by high water content or
activity in membrane30. A clear correlation between membrane structure and water
content can largely favor the development of a high performance separator for VRFB.
Also, since concentrated acid uptake and vanadium ion partitioning in membrane can
reduce membrane conductivity, membrane structure should be optimized to limit acid and
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vanadium presence in membrane in electrolyte conditions. A more organized and well
separated membrane morphology with less branched structure can also improve proton
transport.119
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